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PHonls BY JUSTIN .loms/Daily 1:j;j'prian 
DON'T LOOK DOWN: · 
(Above) Donna Sceerey, a freshman 
in education from Chicago, makes it 
lo the first ledge on the climbing wall 
al the Rec. Center Monday. 
{Below) Lori Johanson, a junior in 
outdoor recreation from Springfield, 
manages lo ring the horn al the lop 
of !he climbing wall. 
(Right) Julie Baumgorl, a junior in 
psychology from Mt. Carmel, tackles 
the challerge of hanging under the 
stairs al the Rec. Center. 
"'··~''"' ··•·1. 
~1 
Southern Illinois University. ~t Carbond11le 
DANA DUBRIWNY 
D.A,ILY EmTilAN REI'ORTER ~~fua~pa:c~:~t W.ft~~?4 
ties in the great ~.;~---
With muscles protruding beneath her 0 utdoors. The n~ women's 
skin and sweat glistening on her brow, a Since an all- rock ~limbin~ and· 
red-faced Julie Baumgart struggles to women outdoor camping outing 
keep hmelf from falling to the JS-inch venture to the will be March 28 
thick foam mat below. Shawnee National and 29 at 
Standing in the foyer of the Recreation Fore5t was first Shawnee National 
Center is a 28-foot rock-climbing wall offcrcd in spring Forest. It is $20 for 
with rock mounts varying in size, shape 1996, the activity students. 
and location. The wall allows climbers to has expanded to 
· I d 1 ,.,- ·' Equipmentand · practice in a safe ::nvironment. me u e a \ v-uay instrucli<in will be 
Baumgart, a jun;. ·r in psychology from camping :md rovided 
Mt. Cannel, scales· h-- wall at least once a climbing trip rather P · • • For 
week. Though her intensity will all..iw he:- · than a one-day out- tnfomiation, call 
to succeed :.1 the sport. she is dismayed by ing. 536-5531 ~ 
how few women participate in the activi- Geoff Schropp, ,.,r;:=---=-=-
ty. . . . coordinator· or the ~ .•" 1j . · 
"Unfortunately, I'm the .only regular outdoor programs, .·. '. :·: : 
f~:i:~~ f :}~~s;:v:a}t:;~::~~ '!h~~ :_c~t~.fes·m.en. -~fv~,r--•·.' •.·_· ,. it too," and other women will see this and women the l . 
try it." · _ experi- / :.: · . .: 
The Recreation Center has offered ~n{;1'1~f \. t //-/ :_·_ . ... _:: women-only sporu since the late 1950s. . , • . 
At that time there were 80 to 100 .- •! · _:: .- .· 
r..embers participating in ·-r:-,-r; ,.;r. ! . . • :·• 
women's activities such as ';tJ'.'.:~~.~.· , 7, :)·· · . · 
volleyball, softball and bas~ ·;, . : ,·_.: _· 
ketball. Since then, partici-
pation in women's activities .:.:' · , (\. 
has increased to 359. •
1 
,\ • :.. •.) •• 
Volleyball, introduced in '-,1'~:-· . : :·: ; : 
. 1958, began with 12 to 15 J?layers. Last ~~S:;·"..?-. 
semester. 133 women were involved. \-:.:-- • :·: 
Wom~n•s rugby, which started in 1977. \-:;".;: ·::~·:· · ' 
is a more recent addition to women ·s pro- "?-\. ; . >': , 
grams. The team folded in 1988 because ,:-,·: 
of a lack of participants but was rejuve~at• '3i ;·;. _ 
ed in 1994. Now women's rugby consists 
of 31 players - the most members in the 
history of the program. 
Although many of the acli\'ities take 
place in the Recreation Center, the pro-
lenge without the pressure of gender bias-
es. 
''Women are less intimidated and more 
likely to try harder when men _aren't 
around." he said. 'They push their com-
fort zone without the fear of being embar-
rassed." 
Donna Sceerey. a freshman in educa-
tion from Chicago, has never been embar-
rassed to climb the wall at the Recreation 
Center. She first climbed a wall in a male 
friend's basement, and she has been 
· climbing ever since. . 
"People think-it·s a dangerous sport -
so only men can do it," she said. "But, it's 
a challenge I Jove to do. Getting to the top · 
and getting stuck is so frustrating. but 
. once you get there it's exhilarating." 
· Karen Gingerich, climbing wall super-
visor at the Recreation Center, has led the . 
. . camping trip since its introduction and is 
pleased with the positive effect it has on . 
women; . · 
"Women will get out there and aren't as 
afraid to. challenge· themselves as they 
;;,;~;,lf~',.,?.}i~I·. qsually are when· men· are around," she 
1o.~~?.,,~~~~";;:-;;;:i;.. . :'c'\,•\;.;....,;:~"":""'~~---~ · sai~i think that· th~~ sho~ld be more all . 
g v.·omen ·activities. providetl. by . the. 
• University'. And l plan to bring more idellS 
::;;;.;..;_....,;;.:;.;..;;;..;.;.;.......;....;... _ _.;;;"-,.-,----,------,--,-,------'· ~p ti> my 5.~ff.'.' ; •: · · · 
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Athletic fee proposal draws 
battle lines within council. 
TRAVIS DENEAL 
DE POIJllCS EDITOR 
Graduaie and Professional Student Council 
unofficially revc=<l its positic 1 on the pro-. 
posed athletic fee increase Wednesday during 
an unusually rowdy meeting. 
In late January, GPSC unanimously voted to 
oppose any athletic fee increase for fiscal year 
2000 or beyond. In June. the SIU Board of 
. Trustees approved projected athletic fee 
increa.(CS of S20 per semester for fiscal years 
1998 through 2002. 
Emotions ran high from the onset of the 
meeting. 
GPSC President Tim Hoerman addressed 
-GPSC about details of the athletic fee. Vice 
President for Administrative Affairs Ed Ford 
began to il)terject a statement. Usually infonna-
tion in such an interruption is acknowledged by 
the speaker, but Hoennan curtly informed Ford 
that the interruption was out of order. 
During his address, Hoennan said that when 
the Board approved theSSO, four-year increase, 
they rejected a compromise package developed 
by Chancellor Donald. Beggs. Hoennan and 
Undagraduate Student Government President 
Dave Vingren.. ·. 
The compromise included the S20 increase 
for fiscal year 1998. but did not include addi-
tional athlcfr· fee increases. It also included a 
campus-wide. , ,..idy involving multiple con-
stituency groups to indicate how students felt 
about 1he increase. ' 
Ford said the boord did. not reject the com-
promise completely but rather ignored the sec-
tion concerning athletic fee incre:i,ses past fiscal 
year 1998. · . 
"In fact, one trustee said 'Fine, if you v.-ant a 
study, do it,'" Ford said. .. 
After the executive reports, Athletic Director 
Jim Hart and Associate Athletic Director 
Charlotte West presented rui argument for the 
fee increase. 
',Vest explained each· nne of the Athletic 
.. Department's budget, and. both she and Hart 
. answered questions until a time limit was 
imposed by the council. 
She also said pcrhaps athletics could get 
more suppon without a fee in_crease when · 
SIUC's new chancellor is chosen. · 
.. Maybe we c~'!.:ld get ·one of these chancel-
lor candidates to come in and ,suppon. athletics, • 
but I wouldn't hold my breath," she said. 
.. Afterward, Neff introduced a resolution to 
'SEE GPSC, PAGE t:.:. _, •. , .•.. , .. 
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Police Blotter 
UNIVERSITY 
• An SIUC student reported T.resclay that between 
Jon. 27 and Jon. 28 two computer spcol:.en and 
eight CD·ROM disks were slolen from tm. B-wing 
ol lhe first floor of the Technolog)' Building. lhe 
cstimotecl amount ol lou is 5215. The case is 
under investigolion. 
• At 8:29 p.m: Wednesday SIUC police responded 
to a trouble alarm on the eighth Roor of Neely Holl. 
The fire alarm 3el'l!,01' wos damaged. The estimated 
cost of damage is Sl50. Pdkc hove no su$f>E!ds. 
• Deloris Suttles, 27, of Carbondale was orresied 
at 11 :28 a.m. Wednei.day on Souih Woll S!reel for 
driving on o suspended license. Suttles was 
released on her own recognizance. 
Almanac 
ON THIS DATE IN 1981: 
• An article ~rad in the Doily Egr,:,tion tilled, 
•Rising CXlsh offed liclcet soles.• A Bruce Spring~ 
concert o! S:1J Arero two days earlier fcilecl to seo1 
ootbc,couseofthe S12 lid-et price. Springsleen hod 
no trouble fifling the oreno in December 1978, when 
ticlcets were only S7. Pemaps as a result ol the low 
lumoul for Springsteen, lick!. for on uproming 
Jimmy Buffet concert were S9. 
• The Salvla boslelba!I ~ '9s1 its 131h gorne in o 
row. To e,q,ress !heir errbomrumenl, four •unlmown 
fon,• ottend€d o game al the arena .,.,;th pope< bogs 
c,,er their heock G:s Boele said, • Adversiiy is said 
:ndfor~I ::~t!Coonro~ 
Corrections 
111c Jan. 23 stoiy ·'Ramadan: Month or Faith 
and Fasting .. should have noted that Eid-31-Fitr is 
rhe last day of Ramad:m. Ed-31-Fitr was Jan. 29. 
TODAY 
• C.allege of Llberal A.-ts spe-, 
dal flOllU1alioru (clisobled, de-.' 
bole, athlelcs, studenb 'WOilan, 
hcncn, c!c.) am ncla Summer 
or Foll 1998 oclviiemenl 
appointments on February 6. 
This does not apply lo Music, 
Art and Design, Speed,, and . 
Thooler inajon. 
• u"brary Affairs "lntroduchon 
to Conslruding W,l, Pages 
(KTMU" S<mnor, February 6, 
10 o.m. lo noon, I-loom$ library 
Room 1030. Coll Undeigradu· 
ate Desk al 453-2818. 
·•-Vegcloricn Awareness Week 
inlormation lqblc, February 6, 
~~~n!J~ 
l<'.olhenne ol 549-2465. 
• Red Cross Blood Drives, · 
February 6, noon lo 6 p.m., 
Truoolood HoU, 1 lo 9 p.m., 
Rec Center, free Mhirt and Taco 
Jclins wup::n for dooors, 
Contoct VIVion al A57·525B. 
• Spanish lcble, Fridays, A lo 
_ 6 p.m., Cafe Melange. Contad 
Dimitrios al 453-5425. 
• French Table, Fricfays, A lo 6 
p.m., Booby's. eon Alill'l! at 
351-1267 or $00 www. 
geoo,es.com/':.apito!Hill/ 
-4051/FC.hlrnl. 
• Chinese Tobie, February 6, A 
p.m., Student Center Romon 
Room. Coll Wilson at 549· 
. 782!>. 
• University Christian 
Ministries a11emolive happy 
hoorwith ~ler Easy 
Zimmerman, Februo,y 6, -4:30 
lo 6:30 p.m., lnler{aith Center. 
Contod Dove al 549-7387. 
.DAILY EGl'P'IUN_ 
-Saluki, Calendar~~ 
. ... ... 
'. Oinler ~~ Room: Conlod • Geiman i:ible. Slamrriisch, . 
February 6, 5:30 lo 7 p.m., 
Boobf s. eon Anne al 549. 
, 1754:·· 
• Solulo Volun1eer COlps noods 
-..aluntoors for War.en's Teen 
Conletence, February 6, 6:30 
lo 9:30 p.m., ~ry 7, 7:30 
o.m. lo 4:30 p.m. Conlod 
.lomie ct 453-7652 for deloiu 
Amy al 453-1275. . . 
· · • Soluki Volurileet Corps needs· 
\.clunleell lo ouisl in rencNOlian 
cl the lnlerfailh Center, Febru· 
ory 7, 10 o.m. b 2 p.m., lunch 
wved. Call Hugh at 549· 
7387. 
UPCOMING 
• sdl00I af Journalism and 
MOM undecided wdents may 
sc:heclule Sunvner and Faff 
1998 oclvi!OOlefll appointments 
as lolbws: Seniors, February 9, 
Juniors, February 16, 
Sopham:,n,s and Freshmen, 
February 23 and Marth 2, 
oddilKlr'ial oppoinlmenls, Marth 
17, walk-ins begin Morch 24 •• 
. ~ College of Education 
Admemcnt, Wham 122, wiD 
begin malang Summer and foB 
cxlviSOOIC!lt oppoin!men!$ al 8 
run. OS follows: Senicn, 
February 9, Juniors, February 
10, ~ and freshmen, 
February 11. 
• 5outhem llrmais Collegiate 
Soirmg dub and U.S.C.G. 
AuXJ1iory is olfering a Booting 
Sl<iUs and Seamanship Course, 
4 or 10 week avo~able. begins 
February 11, 7 lo 9 p.m., . . 
s1..,den1 Center Activity Room C, 
free with S20 lex!. Coll Catt,y at 
.d.53-3538 for inbmolion. 
• Habitat ror Humanity won: 
project, februory 7, 8 o.m., 
meet in !rant cl Student Cooler. 
Conlocl Bridget ot .536-7011. 
• SIUC Fitness Staff free train-
• !or those wishing lo beoome 
~tness/oerobics inslruclor, 
February 7, 9 to 11 o.m., Rec 
• Soluki Volunteer Corps needs 
-..aloo!ecn 1,:, ossi!.I 8- lo 12· 
year olds in molong valenfi=, 
February 7, 1 lo 3 p.m. Contod 
!w,]ie at 687-1727 lor cle!o~s. 
• Bloclc Alfairl Counci maYie, 
"Rosa,,,ood; February 7, 7 
and 9:30 p.m., Student Center 
Auditorium. Con!oct Juan at 
453-253.4. 
: • 5outhem ITinois Friends 
(Gluai<er) mee!ir-.g; ~. 10 
o.m., lnterfoilh Center. Contoct 
&ik at 351-9678. 
-~ V~kiri~~ i~s w~ · 
ccoldng waMiop coo dinner, 
February 8, 6 p.m.; Interfaith 
Center. Call Justin al 536· 
6081. 
• Abundant life Ministries 
• Allitudes Essen!iol 10 Enjoying 
ufe; February 8, 7 p.m., 
Student Center Video lounge. 
Con!ad John at 529-1752. 
• Women's Services weenings 
for 1998 groups: C.o-Ed 
Assertivf:ness Training; 
Wanen's Body Image Group; 
Svr-mcn' Support Group; 
Adult Childrm of Doon:e; 
Wanen loiing Women; Gay 
and Bisexual Men's Group; 
Griel and loss Group; ond 
Asian American Wanen's 
Disaission Group, Mond.J)' 
through Friday, a a.m. to A:30 
p.m., Wt:Y»f Holl B-2.44. 
Con!ocl Mory at 453-3655. 
ll.mrEi;w1m 
Southern Illinois University at carbondale 
~ INK 
Editur•ln-011.f, Chad Andcnun 
},;.,." EJ;w, Chri,b>r!,<r MHlrr 
Mm.a,.-mi, EJ,wr: Willi>m lutfielJ 
C'l'l' Dol O,ic!, Drlm F.nlcy 
\",-cc, EJ,tot, Ja-. Fncnd 
Cwmpu. Ufc @nor, Mil•l J. lurri• 
F.rnmainmmt blitnr. J.u,oo. Adrian 
Politia Edctt1f: Tn,il DeNt3l 
Sr,.,n, E.lno,-, R1-an Krith 
l'l,uto E.liroc, Doug L>non 
Grarhla E.liwr. Sut.an Rich 
Dc,,;:nEditor:J<lfStcams 
N,....Ocr\Jl.ibrari=JillCbd. 
Student AJ M-=r: AnunJ.a Beel< 
Cla,.ifi<J, Carri• Sch.,-ar: 
ll.,,,1nus·Sc<>t1Stalry 
AJ Pm.!uctioo, uu,ur., Robbin> 
rtu.hK1ion A.11diun?: Kirk Swr 
ProfMuon>lswf 
CcnttalM,na,:rr.Rol,,n],..,., 
F ... ·ultr M•na,:;ni: EJimr. I.ant• Spttre 
D11rbr Ad M•""-"" Sh=i Killion 
Co-Claud'ieJ Ad Mm>IC'tt NniJ> T•)l<>r 
eo.o...u..JA.l M>n= &ri Fo-c 
rmluctim Mm= 1:,,1 Ddnu,tM 
A<tounr Tc-ch II, Ddm U,y 
Mi"""""I"'« 5r«u1.,,, Kdly 'Thonu, 
If readers spot an error in a news ankle, they 
can contact the Daily Egyptian Accuracy Desk at 
536-3311, extension 229 or 228. 
CALENOARPOUCY:Thcdc.dlin,for 0.lmdarittm>u twopuhliatiood.tr>bcforcdicevm!. Thclt= mmtinclude 
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end.,r item, auoarrear on the DE Wd, ra;:e. No alendar information ..W be 12kcn mu tht- phone. 
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• v 525.00 Full Set • S18.00 Fill In .. .. . 
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: CH'ffi COafentbtes mai . : 
:Ask for Amy Johnson, Nail Technician Ext,. F~b.1-1, 1998 : ................................... 









Please G-iv-e B1o<>¢1. 
SXU/EXU ANNT.JAL.BLOOD BATTLE BLOOD.DRIVES 
Receive a "98 Blood. Battle 
T-S]pl.irt at any_ of" the 
FQll~wing Drives 
'Wed Feb-4 · l l-4pm SIU Student Center 
'Wed Feb4 12-6pm Thompson Point-Lentz 
'Wed Feb4•' 3-Bpm ·sIU Rec Center 
Thu Feb 5 l.l.-:4Pm, SIU Student Center 
TI:lu Fel:15 3-7pm Pi Kappa Alpha 
406 'W. Mill 
TI-iu Feb'5 3-Bpm SIU Rec Center 
Fri Feb 6 l.2-6pm Untversity Par.kT.n.ieblood 
Fri Feb 6 1-Spm SIU Rec Center 
TI-iu ~ Feb l.2 10-2pm Pullinm Gyn-i 
·Re:fr~~hxn.eri;ts Also Available!. 
For M.;,~e: h!fo. c~: Viyian @ 457 ~5258 
NEWS 
Il11L\' EGl"P.TL\N, 
FINANCE: Treasurer claims 
her investment decisions 
allo~v for efficiency, savings 
to state and fiscal strength. 
KIRK MOTTRAM 
DAILY-WYMI.-\N RErORTm 
Oubbing it the "Weight Watchers" of per-
sonal finance progr.im~, state Treasurer Judy 
pos111ons on such issues a.~ pre-paid tun, .. , ,-, . . f._J. • " ri· •• :~:-:-"~- · 
a~~-li~ked deposit policy stem from mayo. ,'" · ,.i 7 , ~ ,://1•· · 1 nai\elc. , I'''·.,· .,".\ \.\. 
Standing in behind of a podium on which · •• ~ :, ·. ;-,,,,; 
stood a symbolic piggybank, Topinka spoke ,, ',· . - '; r:/ ·~, · 
to about 15 audience m~mbcrs ~bout '!ic : ~ , ._:, ,, 
virtue~ of long-term finan~•?I planning, while .. ,,i. , ~·,~ i • · ,.; ... ~ ~1j 
pluggmgthcUofiplan,tJtiedMoney21XXJ. :-.,-.~ •.• '·•r-·· . . ,.,,.,, ,~ 
"I like to compare it to Weight Watc~crs.". ,•_Y/ I i . j:<~·i , 
Topinka said. "It's a hand-holder." _ I · /·•,;,-~ 
The program, backed by the Illinois · · · · 
Bankers As.~iation and the Illinois Credit 
Union Le.1~ue. seeks to assist individuals in 
their personal finances by 9ffering them sub-
scriptions to educational materials. 
Subscriptions cost $JO and include newslet-
ters containing financial advice, planning 
worksheets, and self-study courses. 
Similar programs can be found in Indiana 
and Kentud.-y and have had a profound effect 
on overall home financial awareness, said 
Charlotte Crawford, an extension t.-ducator in 
family and consumer eco:iomics. Unlike the 
Midwest Consumer . Credit . Counseling 
DMII MI.W/Ihily q,'\l'fi.11\ 
INCUMBENT: Illinois Stale Treasurer Judy Baar Topinka pushes a proposal for 
the Money 2000 program Wednesday al the Carbondale Civic Center, 200 S. Illinois 
Ave. The program is intended lo help participanfs learn how to save money. 
Service, which offers free debt counseling to de\'elopment 
individuals mired in financial problems. Genova contends hundreds of millions of 
Crawford argues the Money 2000 plan is dollars ha,·e been squandered by the current 
proactive. CCCS offers face-to-face consul ta- treasurer, who instead of invcs,;ng · in link 
tion while Money 2000 serves as an educa- deposits, h,as opted to in\'esl.in lower yield 
tional tool. money markets, treasury notes and CDs. 
Despite criticism 1ha1 the plan docs Jiule Genova proposes to revitali1.c the linked 
but dispense obvious advice. Topinka is opti- deposit program. in\'esting in Tax Increment 
mistic the state can stern the volume of bank- Financing Districts (mechanisms of local 
ruptcies in Illinois by supporting the progr.un. governments through which t.u breaks are 
Topinka wasted no time in plugging her re- u.,;ed as bait to attract business). enterprise 
Genova 
election campaign zones and bro:>"·nfield areas. By doing this, he 
while pushing l\ toney anticipates a stronger. more competitive econ-
2000 Wednesday. She omy. 
chastised her oppo- "I envi~ion, after a four-year term. hun-
nents, Calumet City drcds of millions of dollars in new investment 
Mayor Jerry Cenova in Illinois, a more competitive Illinois and the 
and Orland Park creation of thousands of new and better jobs 
Mayor Dan for Illinois residents," Genova said. "That's 
McLaughlin, for my vision: a proactive tre.tSurer's office ver-
advocating . naive, sus a Ia., investment policy." 
unworkable prop()sa!s McLaughlin wa.<; not arnilable for com-
aimed at amending ment. but •imilarly opposes Topinka's deci-
current investment sio11s reg:u-mg IinkL-d deposits. 
policies. In response to these charges, Topinka 
Both candidates railed against Geno\'a's lack of knowl.:dge 
have charged Top:nka with dismantling the . and experience with state investment policy. 
linked deposit program. an umbrella progr.un She argues the Calumet City mayor docs not 
in which state funds are deposited into bank- fully understand the dynamics of the issue and 
ing institutions· and linked to low:ime~t' · subsequently has forwanled untenable pro-· 
loans for small business and community posals. Topinka acknowledges her in\'estment 
decisions but said linked deposits are difficult 
10 retain because financial institutions recent• 
ly ha\'e shied away from these investments. 
· · 'Their :irgument is bogus," Topinka said. 
''They're mayors. They're very regional in 
their approach. r' ._, ., r •·~• . ..,. 
"Its hard for them to understand this." 
Topinka also criticized Gcnova's ·ptan to 
bring the pre-paid tuition program under the 
control of the treasurer's office. Countering 
Genova's argument that the program lacks 
"the full faith and credit from . the state," 
Topinka contends it has beer. running effi-
ciently, and e\'en if the treasurer were to 
obtain authority, ii would be' too costly. 
Genova argue,<; the transition must be made in 
order to ensure the plan's benefits. · 
Topinka's push to merge the treasurer's 
office with that of the compb'Oller also camt' 
under fire, as Genova demanded the state 
"proceed ,·ery cautiously" with the plan. He is 
dubious about the merger because it elimi- . 
nates the necessary checks and balances 
required to ensure fair auditing practices. 
Topinka is the loudest proponent of the bi-
partisan initiative. cum:ntly on the House 
floor. She maintains a merger would sa\'e the 
state about$ JO million to $12 million, $3 mil-
lion of which would come from the treasur-
er's office. 
"It has to happen now," she said. 
Board to vote on out--of--state tuition decrease 
FRIDAY FEBRUARY 6, 1998 • 3 
BOSTON 
Drug firm fined $10 million 
in sexual harassment suit 
In the largest sexual h~sment set-
tlement ever by the federal government, 
a pharmaceutical company has agreed . 
to pay $IO million to resoh·e a lawsuit 
alleging flagrant debauchery and wide-
spread sexual harassment by its offi-
cials, including the former president of 
the firm. 
At Astra U_SA Inc., a drug company 
outside of Boston, the harassment 
began when female sales employees 
attended a two-month training course 
held in a hotel outside the city. 
Top male managers of the company 
·required that the women socialize, 
drink and dance with them. they said 
t!uring the investigation by the Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission. 
Thry were often invited to the private 
suites of top officials who were drunk, 
who undressed and who made sexual 
advances to them. the women said. 
They were expected to entertain 
clients in the same way, they were told 
by managers, who called it "the Astra 
wnv~" 
C:omp:tny executives retaliated 
against men and , .. omen who came for-
ward about the behavior, sometimes fir-
ing them or denying them promotions, 
according to the EEOC. 
In addition, managers coerced . 
employees to lie about the behavior, 
made them sign statements i:aying it 
didn't happen and destroyed records to 
cover up criticism. 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 
United States greets 
Britain's first couple 
A cold drizzl.: greeted Tony Blair at 
the White House Thursday, but the 
youthful British prime.rQinister proje<;~-
ed a message of warmth and solidarity 
toward the United States and admiration 
for what he called "real progress" 
achieved by his friend, President 
Clintc,n. 
On his first official visit here as head 
of the British government, Blair vowed 
to back. the United States in any military 
showdown with Iraq's President Saddam 
Hussein, promised to assist in advancing 
the Middle East peace process and 
thanked Clinton for his support for 
British efforts to end the decades of vio-
lence in Northern Ireland. 
World 
AVIANO,' ITALY 
Accounts clash on how 
plane clipped ski-Hf t wire 
TAKING ACTION: policy will help us to alter that respect because this would not pattern." go into effect until fall 1999 for 
· U.S. ~~d-ifulian offi~ials gave clash-
ing versions Thursday of how an 
American surveillance plane on a train-
ing mission n·ear here could have sliced 
through a ski-lift suspension wire and 
sent 20 people aboard a cable car plum-
to respond," Beggs said. "We . meting to their deaths. · 
have been encouraged to deal U.S. Brig. Gen. Guy Vanderlinden, 
BOT hopes decrease 
will bolster foreign 
student enrollment. 
HAROLD G. DOWNS 
DAILY EmTTIAN REJ'ORTER 
The board will vote on th:: most stud:nts. · 
proposed decrease: at its meeting "Only the students transfer• 
Feb. 12 in Carbondale. If passed, ring frorri [SIU] Nakajo, Japan 
the cost of out-of-state tuition would get the two-to-one lee-
will decrease from three times to way.-We belie\'e that's nppropri-
two times the cost of in-state ate because of the special long-
tuition. Sanders spoke outside term relationship we have with 
his new office at the Stone Nakajo." 
Falling international enroll- Center, where he moved last Sanders said the University 
ment is ·the force behind a critical week.• has not lost an international stu-
Board of Trustees vote Thursday While the recent Asian eco- denl because of the crisis. 
whether to decrease out-of-state nomic crisis has l:lken a toll on SlUC Chancellor Don Beggs 
tuition, SIU President Ted Asi:m markets, Sanders said it is said the Asian crisis will have a 
Sanders said Wednesday. too early to tell how the prob- ripple effect on other countries 
"Realities are we ha\'e been !ems may. affect SIU's intema- which woul~ also impact inter-
losing student enrollments," tional enrollment national enrollment. 
Sanders said at a press confer- ''It's hard to tell today exac'tly International students have 
ence. "If we don't take actions to what impact the Asian economy not been left out of the decision, 
tum things around. we.may very may have," Sanders said. '.'While he said. . , 
with the student on an individ- deputy commander of NATO naval 
ual basis and to make sure the strike and support forces in Southern 
student knows where the oppor• Europe, said the U.S. Marine EA-6B 
· tunities are to seek assistance," Prowler was following a standard train-
While out-of-state tuition ing route Tuesday to practice dipping 
could. decrease, in-stale tuition below enemy radar at prescribed alti• 
;will remain the same. Sanders tudes ranging from 500 feet to 2,000 
said the reason is to balance feet "'hen it severed the cable, causing 
costs. one of Europe's deadliest ski-lift disas-
"What we're doing is bring- ters .. 
ing our non-resident tuition to He said the pilot, identified as CapL 
where it basically matches the Richard J. Ashby, 3Q..of Mission Viejo, 
formal instructional costs of the Calif., was an experienced Marine avia-
non-residcnt students, Sanders tor with more than 750 flight hours who 
· said. "Our fundamental reason was fully briefed on safety risks in 
for the policy is fairness." crowded areas. 
' The Board also is expected to . While leaving open the crucial ques-
consid:r the: lllinois Board of tion of why the plane was flying low • 
Higher Education's budget rec- enough to hit the cable, VanderHndcn 
orrimendations and a proposalto told reporters at the U.S. 3ir base here, 
renovate the computer graphics· "I do nof belie\'c the pilot divencd·. 
laboratories at Quigley Hall. from t_he approved route." 
well lose OIJr place as an'intema- we're ahead of thal in making "We have sought the advice 
tional and global uni\'ersity. We this decision and implementing of the leadership of internation-
are hoping the change in tuition it, we're way behind in that al students in temis of how best, 
, ....... · ••• -···· ........................ · ............. ·------... •••••• ····•·•-··••·• ....... -............ ____ .,,&.•• "'""" .... ...-t"t'i.l' .. ,~----'"·''·\ , .• , .• :,.J.J:,."_;,"./'.,,:,:;;..:-.;.,,.:~j-•~-... ,; •• •.:...,~· ... · ....... ~ ~~-,! 
l).ULY EGYPTL\N 
Editor-in-diicf: Chad Andmon .Voices 
The Dail:, Egyptian, the sna:lcnt-run tlffl'lpapeT of 
SIUC, is rommitt.ed to being a trusted source of news, 
infonnamm, commentary and public ducoime, 11-•hile 
helping mukrs und=tand du: i.m.es affecting their lim. Voice.I Ediwr. }a.son Freund 
Neu,sroom repmentmfre: ]. Michael Rodrigue._ 
__ ;.::;,:;;:~::;,;,;::.:;~:;;;:;:~:;:::,:;... ____ .J'.lffl~~1i;affiijrt:1,z~~~ffii°'Gj@l':ffi1, :mu~ffi~~~·~IJ.,J.,.m·~•fAlili.t!~l;l•~MttMffffl!2,;.,!ll·· ttl •. e'""""-------------------
Our Word-
An alternative advisement solution 
Srudent advisement at SIUC needs repair, and · advisement lines or taking unnecessary classes, stu• 
Undergraduate Student Government has a plan to dents and faculty could work such problems out in · 
fix it. The idea to depamnentalize academic ~ set amount of time. The faculty and administra• 
ad\·isemenr. is a pn-;itive solution that should be tion could easily recapture the lost day or two if fall 
considered seriously. USG representatives have break is finally abolished. 
expressed need for more student input, which Another argument is such a program simply 
should be provided by srudcnts. Getting involved would be a vacation for students. By making the 
will allow students a chance to provide information program mandatory, students who chose to skip 
that could help end the headaches of waiting in would be placed at the end of the !:::~ :id I isk not 
line or not getting into dasses because oflate regis- getting the necessary classes for the next semester. 
tration. Requiring attendance with a penalty for absence. 
Administrators should take such a request seri- would guarantee participation. 
ously. John Jackson, vice chancellor for Academic Others would argue the Theater Department 
Affairs and promst, was quoted saying he wants to can get away with such a program because there arc 
take USG's ideas seriously to possibly bring about only 75 theater majors and nine faculry members in 
change. This is one ·opportunity to fix SIUC from the department According m the SIU Facts '98 
within, improving the image of this University. pamphlet, there arc· 1,992 full-time- fuculty and 
Although the USG idea is a quality one, the administrators at SIUC and 17, 817 undergraduare 
Daily Egyptian would like to propose another students. These numbers break into a ratio of about 
viable alternative for re-inventing advisement at one fuculty member per nine students. These num• 
SIUC. Using the Theater Department as a model, Lers would make such a proposal feasible. 
the administration should consider instituting a By taking part in students' lives, faculty can pro-
mandatory mentoring program to ensure a quality vide insight and suggestions for crucial decisions, 
education for students. Like the Theater not just classroom knowledge. It would give those 
Department, each college and school should can- students left fending for thcmseh-es at registration 
eel classes in their department for one or two days an opportunity to get on track and plan a program 
each semester to allow students assigned to specific that is best for them. If this docs not prove feasible, 
insouctors to get registration advice and guidance, current advisers should at least embrace the spirit 
career counseling and field student questions. of the Theater Department's program. If all faculty · 
Opponents argue it is not logical to cancel class took a vested interest in students' furures, the result 
simply to advise students. They could argue lost would be beneficial to all. 
class and research time wou1d he a detriment and 
require addh;g a day to the school calendar. 
Instead of srudents skipping clas..<eS to wait in 
"Our \Vord" represents the consensus 
of the Daily Egyptian Editorial Board. 
lndividuali~ lies 
in·• virtuous livir,g 
Rebel. It is defined in the American 
Diction:uy as I) Rise in rums against one's 
government, 2) resist any authority, am..' 3) 
one who rebels. In the case of most people, 
young and old, rebellion is not the active, 
militant participation in revolt but more of a 
case of doing, believing. and acting in ways 
that the majority of society disagrees with. 
These days it usually takes the form of 
musical preference and dress. You can ask 
anyone why they choose to become or 
, believe in what they do and the answers 
most likely given are, "I'm just ttying to be 
different, I'm expressing myself, or I'm orig-
inal - keeping it real." I would like to pro-
pose a new rebellion, a new way of life and 
thinking that is sure to become the newest 
·way to turn heads. 
As I Uilderstand it there is nothing origi-





right? There are way too many posers and Jcma:han i.! a sophmare 
sell-outs that pervert and destroy the culture in English. 
being represented by 'jumping on the band- Harsh Realities 
wagon/' appc= on Frida:,s. 
• Well, I do not mean to sound sarcastie or Jonathan's opinion doel 
not necwanl:, rejlect 
too much like a smart-ass but guess what - that of the Daily 
the movement is dead. There is not one style Egyptian. 
or way of thinking that has not been monop- l#vW a 
olized. So on that note I present the most 
e 
monopolized. yet least followed lifestyle - righteousness. 
It is my belief the surest way to make a statement these days is to 
do what others are not doing, and what people are not doing is living 
· virtuous. What you wear, what music you listen to, who you do or do 
not know, does not make you an original individual. What does, 
1hough, is how you think. act and respond to yourself and others. 
There is a lot of unvinuous living going on among college stu-
dents. In asocial setting that is supposedly_Illeant to teach us how to 
think and live, as individuals, with our 0'-"'11 thoughts and actions, it · 
seems most walk away with what Rev. James Luther Bevel called "a 
glorified food stamp." There are more students that have mastered 
the art of mixing drinks instead of self. 
· We live in a society in which we pollute our minds and bodies · 
with products, both physical and mental, that cloud our thinking and 
bring about devilish deeds. In retaliation to this normality, I suggest a 
:nscious effort be ~e to go against what is deemed hip or accept-
By that I mean, and I know this may shock some of you. put 
down the drugs, cigarettes; a!cohol, guns and poisonous animal prod-
ucts. Men, respect the women that surround you and treat them like 
the queens they are. And women. respect yourselves in the same . 
way. Above all, respect yourselves. 
This is not a new idea It has been presented many times since the 
beginning of time. It does not require you to join a church or to 
change your dress or musical preference. You do not need to claim 
allegiance to anything except yourself and the goo that resides within 
you. . 
It will not be easy. I have been working on myself for two years. 
and I still have a long way to go. But if there is anyone out there who 
really .}vants to be an individual, I suggest this route- it definitely 
will tum heads. And if this became the norm, I do not see how any-
one could mind. 
WANTED: Your name, face and opinion here Tuesdays for Guest 
Columns. Bring typearitten, double-spaced columns, with your ID and 
phone number; to the Communications Builamg, Room 1247. Students 
p!O\lide }-eartmajo,; faculty include positionldepartment ar ..:f non-academic 
staff include position/department Community members i~ude city of 
residency. All columns should be about 500 oon1s and are subject to edit· 
ing. The DE reseNes the right not to pub!'ish My Guest Column. 
!lailbox 
!...'Um ID mt cd:tormust 
N su.1m-.iad inpcr,o,, IO 




un and do:& s~cd. All 
Fate of Shaw.nee Forest 
should be left in court 
Dear editor, 
I would like to thank Sam Ste.'lms for 
his lct1er (""Reruler takes issue "'ith word-
ing in story .. Jan. 23) and respond to some 
of his comments in the Daily Egyptian. 
Sam. you should be gh·en every opponu-
nity to voice your opinions as allowed 
under the First Amendment I certainly 
respect your. point of view and think you 
have se,·eral valid concerns. However, 
your opinions should be stated in a profes-
sional and respectful manner. No one is 
impressed with remarks that beliulc one's 
opponeni. 
I)' forest re.<toration: the natural area \\ill Student Alumni Council is in the middle 
not be logged!) :ire not what I would of its spring new member tlri,·c. During 
expect from :in educated person such as this period, I have re:ilized that people 
ycurself. Th~ remarks not only hun your don't know much about our organi:z.ation. 
char;,cter and 1eputation but also others llfost people 1end to assume that you ha,·c 
,~h'? protest the Shawnee and suppon a robe graduated before you can be a mem-
sm11_lar ag~nrla. Sam. P!c:ise be mon: care- · her. Well. that assumption jus1 isn·t true. 
ful m your w0rd choice and use m the · The Student Alumni Council is a 
. fulure. . Registcrcd S1udent Organization that worl.s 
, Sam. you h~vc cons:<tently l~mbast~ hand in hand with the Alumni Association. 
~e Forest Ser:v1ce. f<;,r _ihei! !ogi;mg poh• SAC a~~ists the Alumni Association in the 
';JCS, Y°l!.considei: II pllfl:fl:ng ~• our,put>- many activities they pcrfonn for S_IU 
he land. H<?we,er. you_ Im: m a .arge Alumni. Panicipating in these C\'Cllts is a 
wood home '!1 McConruck and_ you u.,:.- great way for a student to gc:: invohi:d wilh 
wood ~or heating! ~lease be cons1dera1e of raduatcs of SIU. These O rtunitics 
the-job training. via SIU alumni. 
In addition to these wonhwhile pro-
grams, the Student Alumni Council is also 
actively involved wilh different community 
functions. Such programs include blood dri-
ves, book drives. clothing dri,·es, and 
C:ubondale Clean and orecn:just to name a 
few. Now. as if all this wasn't enough. the 
best pan of SAC is that we have fun. We fre-
quently plan social actMties for our mem-
·bers. We try to make it so that we•rc not all 
membCIS, but rather that we're all friends. If 
you are inlCrCSled in joining SAC or just 
seeing what ifs all about, please attend our 
meetings. Monday nights at 6 in the 
. la:mar( 
~wtdim-.;anduill 
bt limiwl to 350 uor.r. 
Srudmum=id..=,, 
w,r.sd1-,sb:,d.nsand 
,mjar, f=Ir, m,mb.-n bi 
mnkand dejumnau. 
non-c::n.i-micsta/fb, 
po,won and dq=m..,u. 
Lcumforuhlch 
,'<!'ijicaoonofa:u.liorship 
ronnoc be ,=le u,11 noc bt 
puliisheJ. Tht DE r=t,:$ 
• theri,.ntup10tp,..!iisha 
lm..,-fartir11_r=on. 
·· The Shawnee National Forest Service 
is neither right nor wrong in specifics of 
their management plan, and this will be 
decided in a coun of l:iw. Remarks such as 
"calling Shawnee limber sales felonious is 
an insult to felons", your paragraph con-
demning the Forest Senice v,ith 75-cent 
words and. erroneous infonnalion (non-
: native p1ne plantations not included in Bell. 
S~ith Springs nre proposed for oak-hi~o-
the splinter caught m your opponer.t's eyt- ~ !; _ppo 
when you have a pl:lnk stuck in ,-our own. gnc :<tu~ts a sou!ID foundau~n for ~-
• working u.1th potenual cmployCIS. 
Aside from all these benefits, SAC also 
Mark Basinger, helps to coon!inate valuable programs for 
doctoral candi!late, plant biology the students of SIU. Among these are the. 
Super Student · scholarship, given to two 
. Student Alumn,· Council outstanding SIU junio:-s or seniors: the 25 
Most Distinguished Senicr.., a program rec-
. f • t ~ d at ognizing indhiduals who have helped to no JUS 10f gra U . es enrich the University with thcir involve-
ment in various facets of campus life; the 
.. Dear editor, · extern program. a nationally acclaimed pro-
As you may have noticed by now, the gram. providing students ...,;lh \'aluable on• 
- Kaskask;J room in Llie Student Center. or for 
more information contact Brad Stoker at 
453-2444. . 
I would like to note that there are many 
organization,; on campus that desen-e cover-
age in the Daily Egyptian. I strongly belie\-e 
SAC's intent to help not only SIU students 







fishing expo this weekend 
has new look, focus, gear 
HUNT: Thrcc•day show 
features pro anglers, 
cash giveaway. 
BRIAN 5. EBERS 
DAILY EGYrTIAN REI'ORITR 
The Spring Boat and 
Sportsman's Expo ~ a new look 
:md reel-that is to say feel- this . 
year as organizers have modified 
the annual exposition to include a 
narrower focus involving fishing, 
hunting. camping and boating. 
The three-day apo is from 
Friday to Sunday at SIU Arena. and 
will fearurc seminars. a $500 cash 
giveaway, boats and merchandise 
such as lures, bc>•vs and camouflage 
clothing. 
The expo will feature pro-
anglers Joe 1llomas and Paul Elia~ 
Saturday and Sunday. Thomas will 
give his seminar on fishing rivers 
:md creeks for bass, and Elias will 
elaborate on crankbait fishing and 
the professional circuit. 
Chris Barker, show manager, 
said the expo should cater to fami• 
lirs, students and anyone with an 
interest in outdoor activities. 
''Ibis is the first year of our new 
lo,1k." Barker said. "It really has a 
different feel." 
A wide assonment of pleasure 
and fishing boats will line the: floors 
next to an a.~sonment of booths. 
More than 100 booths will house 
outdoors experts in the areas of ta.,i-
denny, caml'ing and hunting. 
The Sponfishin' Simulator will 
provide self-proclaimed fisherman 
a chance to ca.<it the rod and reel in 
an interactive fashion. The VAC 
Target System will allow hunters a 
chance to shoot rurows at simulated 
game such as deer and elk. 
On Friday and Saturday, Ford 
•·Hoopi" Harris and Mikey Thomas 
will ~pe:ik on the: intricate plea.~urcs 
of crappie fishing. Both are Illinois 
Anglers of the Year, and their 
knowl~ge- of crappie fishing is as 
i~~t the area Effi®IDM 
'"Things 
might be slow 
this time of 
year for crap-
pie fisher-
. men," Thomas 
said. "But me 
and Forrl. we 
fish 12 months 
a year." 
•Hours: Frida/ 
5 to 9 p.m., 
Saturday 10 
a.m. to 9 p.m., 
Sun, 10 a.m. 
to5p.m. 
Admission: $3. 
Jim Raftis of the Illinois 
Dcpa.'trnent of Natural Resources 
will discuss land-u.~ issues affect-
ing hunters and fishermen in 
Illinois. 
Raftis said local outdoorsmen 
should take ad\·antage of the expo's 
offerings. 
"I would suggest that hunlers 
and fishermen get out to the expo to 
hear the experts lalk." Raftis said. 
"In case anyone's got cabin fever, 
the: eitpo will be a good way to get 
oul and get ready for the upcoming 
fishing season." 
Administration experimenting 
with six budgeting systems 
MONEY: Distribution 
models based on 
college's productivity. 
J, MtOtAEL RODRICUEI 
DAILY EGYI'TIAN RErORTER 
SIU administrators are ·experi-
menting with six models Iha: would 
distribute luition money based on a 
college's productivity. 
The University is looking into a 
plan similar to a Responsibility 
Centered Management (RCM) sys-
tem in which a university distributes 
tuition money to colleges bas.."CI on 
enrollment 
Currenily, the University col-
lects tuition dollars for distribution 
to the various colleges. Under 
RCM, colleges keep their 1uition 
dollars and are able to spend them 
accordingly. _ 
The siit attribution models pro-
. mote various distribution tactics 
that would divide the money among 
colleges. Under the models. per-
centages of tuition dollars flow to 
colleges which teach courses and 
colleges which enroll students. 
John Jackson. vice chancellor 
for Academic Affairs and prornst, 
said he commissioned the: study and 
is not promising that this plan wiH 
ever go into affect. Howe\er, a new 
budgeting system could go into 
effect as early a.~ fiscal year 2001. 
.. I commissioned a study out of 
our budgeting office which was a 
dry run of several models as to how 
we might allocate tuition money to 
the colleges if we might do RCM," 
Jackson sa;d. "It's not a done deal at 
all;"it's just an option. 
"\'le needed to sort of see how it 
might work if we do it" 
Elaine Hyden. vice president for 
planning and budget services. said 
the plan is in its early stages and a 
gm·emrnent ruling may have played 
a part in the: school's action. She 
said the: state government decided 
about two years ago to allow uni-
versities to keep their tuition money. 
Prior to that. tuition and general rev-
enue was state money. 
"It is still very elementary at this 
level," Hyden said. 
"Retaining our tuition money 
allowed us to consider different 
options." 
C. Michael W111iams, executive 
director of budgeting and informa-
tion services, is the collecting data 
for the models. Williams built a 
database that consisted of four years 
of historical data and has tested 
them on the six models that the 
University is considering. 
"We tested these models on actu-
al enrollment already. The historical 
data consists of the years 1994-97," 
Williams said. "We have shared the 
data with a couple of committees on 
campus and the provost" 
Williams said he is unable lo 
re lease the resu! ts. and then: are 
many colleges that his dcpanment 
still has to meet with. 
"We had bc:cn instructed to meet 
with [College rf Liberal Arts) and 
[College of Business and 
Administraticn) later this month,~ 
he said. •·L:ii:r we will visit with 
other deans and their a.'iSOCiates." 
Several universities have 
inslalled or will be ir~~talling plans 
similar to RCM. The University of 
Illinois is implementing a tuition 
distribution change beginning in 
July. 
"Responsibility Center 
Budge1ing: An Approach to 
Decentralized Management for 
Institutions of Higl>er Education" is 
a book describing how Indiana 
University decentralized their bud-
geting and management sys1em. 
Hyden said the fact that other 
universities have tried this plan real-
ly brought this option to the: surface 
for SIUC officials. 
·we are i:eeing changes in bud-
geting across the country and that's 
another reason why this is an option 
for us." 
Iraq's off er falls short of requirements 
Los ANGELES T1~1ES 
UNI fED NATIONS - Iraqi 
President Saddam Hussein's offers 
to permit U.N. a.ms inspectors lim-
ited access to his "presidential com-
pounds"' Jed some diplomats 
Thursday to suggest he may be 
backing down from. his defiant 
st:ind. But officials· h1.-re said the 
proposals appear 10 fall short of 
whal is required to determine. 
\\ hcther the sites hide illegal 
weapons. 
A procession of Russian, 
French, Turkish and Arab diplo-
mats have been visiting Baghdad 
this week to find a resolution to lile 
Iraqi impa.~se. That ~ generated 
rcpurtS !hat Iraq may permit inspec• 
tors into .. pn:sidcnlial palaces" and 
other sites for a limited period, if 
accompanied by diplomats from 
the 15 nations represented on .the: 
U.N. Security Council. The council 
oversees the disarmament commis- cooperated with the inspectors. but• 
sion. in recent months has stepped up its 
Delegates here stressed that resis:ance by flatly placing prcsi-
nothing official had been conveyed dential ~ites off-limits. 
to the ~-ouncil and that lalks in The inspection program was set 
Baghdad are continuing. up after Iraq's defeat by a U.S.-led 
But, for example, British :illiance in the 1991 Persian Gulf 
Foreign Secreta.-y Robin Cook, War. Butler's team must cenify that 
who is visiting Saudi Arabia and Iraq no longer has the cap:icity to 
Kuwait, said Thursday. 'There arc wage nuclear, biological or chemi-
somc interesting proposals there, cal warfare · and has · rid itself of 
although they do not match up to !orig-range missiles before , the 
our requirement of full compli- Security Council can lift the: eco-
ance... If the U.N. inspection nomic sanctions· impoSt.-d on the 
regime is going to work, it must be country. Iraq says it is in compli-
uncon<litional." ance, but the inspectors refuse to 
At the United Nations, the agree until they ha\·c full access to 
Security Council tnel behind closed all sites they believe may shelter 
doors with Richard Butler, who illegal weapons or records of Iraq's 
heads the disarmament commis- anns programs. 
sion. The council has demanded Officials with the inspection 
that Iraq provide full, unconditional program· are decidedly wary of 
access to whatever sites the inspcc- Iraqi offers to provide restricted 
tors need 10 investigate to complete access to the presidential com-
their work. Iraq.· never has fully pounds. 
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-------------, Every Day FREE No Limits1 
All you can Drink Gourmet Coffee11 
Wth Pwct-.ase cl Reg. Size :lJ4I o, Mt Grkl !a!l-1 
~~r.,~~PII:II!~~~ 50% OFF~ 
GRILLED MELTS, SUBS, : 
CABBAGE ROLLS, I 
SOUPS & SALADS : 
W:TH PU~f J>Mii' v~ ITEU AT REG. I 
PRICE J.Fl[R S.00 P.M. EVERY OAYl I 
.,_ _________ ,._ __ OINEINONl.Y. EXPIRES2/t5 __ .J 
let Us Do Your 
~-!~ Any Valentine Ca1ie Or any other Cahe 
(12.00 Minimun) 
Offu good with roupon 
Baskln@)Robblns. 
keOmmo-lbgilrl 
Murdale Shopping Center 
549-5432 
This Saturday at FRED's: Jackson Junction, the 
winners of the SIMA Country Music Award and honorable 
mention for the band that Is best known for cleaning off 
other peoples chicken plates. As Bill Quigley has oft1:-n said 
•Now I have lunch for the naxt week." Next SaL 2/14: 
This ~at.,2/7: ~~-~!;;' Rap~d Fire ::~-::j~~ ~ µ JIili' . 
Music form 8:30pm -12:3Dam ·• For Reservations, Call 549-8221 
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February 4, 1998 
Dear Colleagues: 
Il-\lL \' EGIP1l\N 
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale 
Carbondale, Illinois 62901-4305 
Office of tJ,p Vice Chancellor for 




It is with some reluctance that I send this letter to you, since it concerns matters which, fro:n the SIU Board of 
Trustees' standpoint, are best dealt with at the bargaining table. In fact, written ground rules foe negotiatiC\ns 
between the Board and the Faculty Association (signed by both sides on 12 April 1997) provide the following: "The 
parties agree that collective bargaining should be conducted at the bargaining table between the representatives of 
the parties. To this end, the [Association] (including its negotiating team) shall not attempt to negotiate directly 
with members of the Board of Trustees or persons in the University community not members of the [Board]'s 
negotiating team, and the [Board] shall not attempt to negotiate directly with members of the bargaining unit." 
However, since the Faculty Association has recently run ads in the Daily Egyptian speaking to items - taken out of 
context or misrepresented - from the Board's initial counterproposal to the Faculty Association's initial contract 
proposal, 1 believe that you deserve some clarifications of the stances taken by the Board. 1 would like, therefore, to 
provide you with some context for reading both the proposal and counterproposal as posted on the World Wide 
Web. Let me emphasize that I wish to provide this point of view for infonnation only. As opposed to what appears 
to be the position of the Faculty Association, the Board docs not wish to bargain the contract or debate its merits in 
public. · 
I have the followi_!1g observations to make about the content of the ads: 
First of all, please note what the ads do not mention. Although the Association has reproached the Board for 
staying silent on some issues (i.e. sexual harassment and affinnative action), it did not call attention to some 
other issues addressed in its initial proposal. Under that proposal, the .Board would have had no authority to 
dismiss a faculty member for any disciplinary offense, regardless of its severity. Likewise, the ads are silent 
about tlie Association's demand that all faculty pay the equivalent of union dues (a "fair share" fee) whether 
or not they support _the Faculty Association. Third, no administrator (defined as any A/P earning more than 
$40,000 a year) will receive more than a 3% increase per year until Faculty salaries equal those of the 
Oklahoma State Salary Study. TI1e same section of the Association's initial proposal (23.1.4) goes on to say 
that for each year that the Faculty has not reached salaries equal to those in the Oklahoma Study, 5% of all 
such administrator lines will be decreased. 
At the same time, the Association criticizes the Board for not mentioning policies like sexual harassmen.t or 
affinnative action in their counterproposal. As you arc probably aware, these matters arc covered by federal 
and state laws and regulations which the contract cannot contravene. University policies add_ressing such 
matters arc already in place for the entire campus. It is a twisting of the intent of the Board to say that silence 
in the counterproposal means a lack of respect for these very important matters. Since they are already in 
policy for the entire SIUC community, nothing found in the contract (or lacl;ing in the contract) should be 
construed as neglect or disrespect. . · 
The Board is also accused in the ads of invoking new policies in the counterproposal. To set the record 
, straight, I refer you to the Faculty and AIP Handbook ( 1992) and to the Employees Handbook ( 1996) which 
show, for example, that all Sabbatical Leaves have always been subject to Board approval (1992 - p. 190; 
1996 - p. 211 ); all leaves, in fact, are tentative until ratified by the Board of Trustees. Likewise, any outside 
employment during a leave must have approval ( 1992 - p. 191; 1996 - p. 213). A final example: all other 
outside employment must also be approved (1992 - p. 58; 1996 - p. 98). None of this is new and none is 
intended in any way to "get even"; the charges raised are nothing but a red herring. 
Finally, the Board proposal on work load is being discussed and interpreted without proper background and 
contzxt. Both sides view this as an economic issue. Under the agreed upon ground rules for negotiation, • 
"[t]he parties shall attempt to negotiate and resolve most procedural and substantive 
contract language matters before the parties commence negotiations on the economic 
aspects of the collective bargaining agreement." (Emphasis added.) 
While 1here is a great deal more which should and will be stated about the eleven-month contract and about 
the assignment of time, it should be understood fr')m the beginning that these proposals are intended to 
improve conditions for students and allow them to earn their degrees in a timely fashion. These proposals 
respond to years of concern and complaint about the availability of classes, and to students' perception of 
often finding great difficulty in reaching faculty outside the classroom. Additionally, in some cases these 
policies may also lead tci more flexibility in assigned time for faculty during the 11 months. 
The Association has also chosen to make alanning statements to the effect that the Board intends by its 
proposal to denigrate SIUC's Carnegie II status by reducing the faculty research load .. Anyone who 
understands the pride which the entire University - including the Board - has in the work of its community of 
scholars knows better than to accept such a claim. The Board's proposal, like those; at other Research I and 11 
universities, simply states that beyond the minimum assigned time given to a faculty member, the faculty 
member hlS the ability to "buy" additional time through grants and contracts. 
To conclude, the Board's goal is to continue bargaining in good faith at reasonable times at the table until a contract 
is reached, a contract which will benefit the Faculty, the Board, and the entire SIUC r.ommunity. We do not wish to 
negotiate the contract in the media. We ask for your patience and your tmst as both the Board and the Association 
proceed with the negotiations. 
Paid Ad"lertisement 
Yours,· 
Margaret E. Winters 
Associate Vice Chancellor for · 




Area music students raise money to bring unique troupe of musicians to Shryock 
JASON ADRIAN concert. t~e , same li£t :\i);t{iiiJ While pop music ban~ have 
DE EmErrAlNMe..'T EDITOR "Any way you look at this time. ' - • • • • - . the benefit of Top-40 rad10 sta-
Fans of jazz, classical, swing, 
Broadway or ragtime music 
have a reason to applaud the 
s,:les skills of students from 
seven area high schools. 
As part of a fund-raising pro-
ject, students were asked by 
Dallas Brass founder and direc-
tor Michael Levine to sell to area 
music lovers compact discs :md 
audio tapes of the croup. 
Because the students sold 634 
copies in the area, the Dallas 
Brass will bring its unique blend 
of traditional brass instruments 
and percussion to Shryock 
Auditorium at 8 p.m. Saturday. 
"The real beauty of the pro-
ject is that the kids have brough~ 
us to town," Levine said. "They 
have generated the revenue.fl 
While some of the sales the 
students were able to amass 
went to expenses to keep the 
Dallas Brass going. the rest of 
the fund-raising revenue went to 
the music programs of the vari-
ous school:; involved. 
· But the capital aspect of sell-
ing compact discs was not the 
prime reason the students were 
asked to partake in the project. 
"Knowing or not knowing it, 
[the students] are bringing music 
to their community. They're 
helping spread music simply l:ly 
going through the fund-raising 
process," Levine said. "And 
they're making money for their 
[music] programs as well :is 
priming the community. for the 
thing it's a y.in, win, win situa- One way •Seats for the tions, Levine said the perforrn-
tion. There are no losers." the Dal}as Dallas Brass ers l:' the more artistic end of the 
Just like big-time salespeople . Brass entice concert are $9 music world do n?t even. get 
are rewarded with fut commis- and please for the I suppon from class1cal stat10ns 
sions, the JCXf tcp-selling stu- listeners of bl" gedSS bw-,use they don't play current 
dents will have the chance to all ages is the ~ rc dn mus;.: by modem artists. 
perfopn with the Dnllas Brass addition of h~l:r el~' So without the help of radio, 
during the sextet's finale. percussion to c: 1d ren the suppon spawned by the stu-
"1ne idea that the kids have the otherwise on d younger dents may be a new way to go 
made this happen is why we · all-brass line- on ~rsons about promotion. 
want them to be part of this lip. 55 an older. "We're thrilled with what 
show," Levine said. "A brass •For more this concen represents. A new 
School of Music Director quintet is a information, way to market music and help 
Rohen Weiss said the way the very com- coll the bar.d at the same time," 
group includes young musicians mon, small 453-2787. Levine said; 'The kids may_ be 
sets the Dallas Brass apan from ens em b I e; mz-====--=-• promoting us, but they're also 
other perfoll}ling anists. Brass quintet helping themselves. 
"Not only are they doing a and percussion is fairly recent. "I'm hoping we're on. to 
very high level,. professional and has become really popular something• with [the fund-rais-
concert, but they are involving because of the rhythmic energy ing project]. 
some of the high school musi- of percussion added to a very Whether the Dallas Brass are· 
cians from the area," he said. common ensel)lble," Weiss said. playing big band music or the. 
~'This is a group that's different "It makes for a really good theme to .. Star Wars," Levine 
than a lot because of the high group." · said some of the generaliz.ations 
interest in music education in the Levine said a percussionist on the styles of music the Dallas 
schools." doubles the sound of the group Brass employ will be blown out 
Though the Dallas Brass was and allows the Dallas Brass to the door when the· group per-
brought to Shcyock ·with the help perform a wider varie:y of forms Saturoay. 
of students, the music gracing songs: . '.'We're trying to.break"some 
the ears of the crowd on hand is "You get a lot of mileage out of those classical ·music stereo-
aimed at people of all ag~. and of that one player," he said. "It types that this music is supposed 
it has been for the 12 years the Ope!JS up the whole spectrum of to be sober or sombi;r," h.: said: 
group has been performing. tone colo;-s. It's not like five, "Classical music is fading 
"We strive to reach people brass with drums just added on wh:ther it's from spons or all· 
. that are four years old to 100 because it's such an integral part the. technology._ There's a big 
years old," Levine said. "What I of the group.'~ . · concern about that But we're 
love about what we do is that we But people in the area .that trying to do our sh~ to keep 
try to bridge g:nerations. will hear the unique instrumen- the an within this type of music. 
"We try: to play the music tation of the Dallas Brass may "We just want to show pe<r 
that will have little children, not have had the opponunity pie tha: classical• music is fun 
their parents and grandparents •without the implementation of too. ~usic is music. and· it's 
all enjoying the same music at the fund-raising project. · meant to be fun." 
I 
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Ont &About 
FRIDAY 
•Christian H. Moe lab Theatu: 
Journeys: Explorotions of New Wont 
-•JoumeysNeor" 
•Coo Coo's: Country Night 
•Copper Drogon Brewing Co.: Bumi 
McMelboToa'1 
• Hangar 9: St. Stephens Blues 
•PK's: Conely Bo~er Bond 
•Sebostian's: Brian Holder 
•Stix: live DJ show 
•Von Zondl's: Spitfire 
SATURDAY 
•Christian H. Moe lab lMoler: 
.loumf!YS: Explorations of New Wont -
"Journeys For"_ 
•Connections: Country - Olce with 
Brian Hampton 
• Coo Coo's: live dance bosh 
•Capper Dragon Brewing Co.: Ja~'s 
Leg 
•Fred's Dance Barn: Jocban Junction 
•Gatsby's II: live DJ show 
•Hangar 9: Tub Ring/Ghoul 5/Porx 
King 
•PK's: Conely Bo~ Bond 
•Sebastian's: Brian Holder 
•Stix:liveDJshow 
•Van Zondl's: Spitfire 
SUNDAY 
•Christian H. Moe Lob lMoter: 
Journeys: Explarc!bns of New Wont -
"Journeys Near" 
•Pinch Penny Pub: Merq 
,· 
large crowds expect~d for return 
of local ·favorite Jackson Junction 
FRED'S: Dance barn will be 
rocking whc~ band gathers 
to unleash their instrumental 
version of rock 'n' rol\ covers." 
KELLY E. HERnEIN . 
DAILY EoYl'TlAN Rm,RTIR 
Jackson Juncticn will cut loose and run 
wild with full intent to excite botli -the 
younger and older crowds when it takes the 
stage at 7:30 p.m. Saturday at Fred's Dance 
Barn. 
"At Fred's it is pretty wild," lead singer 
and rhythm guitar player Dave Clark said. 
"We can just let our hair down out there:: 
Originally a local-based band, Jackson 
Junction is a popular favorite at Fred's Dance 
Barn, north or Route 13 on Route 6 between 
Carbondale and Carterville. 
Fred's bookini; agent Fem Palmer said the 
band's performance is typically a huge suc-
cess because or the members' ability to play 
off of each other si- well. 
"It is nice to see such a tight band per• 
form," she s:1ld. 
'They :ilways bring out :i big 
crowd.'' 
Clark said he reels the 
band's popularity may be credited to the flam-
boyant crowds and laiu-back environmel)t at 
Fred's. . 
"I love it. It is one of my favorite ·places to 
play," he said. 
"There is :ilways :i good crowd, :ind they 
really get into what we are doing. · 
"You can be you~elf there · with · no 
restraints on you." 
Clark s:iid the band will receive numerous 
requests from the enthusiastic crowd :hrough-
out the evening and tries diligently 10 squeeze 
:ill of the popular tunes into its show . 
. ::i wrote some songs for the bi°nd, but at 
this time we do no original music: But we 
plai:i to eventually i~corporate some of the 
[original) songs," he said. · 
"Requests are good for us because of 
the capacity
0
of our band we can :iccount 
for most of the insllumentals in the songs. . 
"You just can't.do songs the justice if 
you don'(have the instrumentation to account 
for the tunes - but we do." · , 
Despite the band's ebullience, Clark and 
his fellow band "buddies" find practice time 
difficult and rar-fetched. 
"It is just very difficult to practice 
when we only see each other once a week 
when we play," Clark said. 
"The entire band has full-lime jobs out- · 
side of the music :ind we arc spread out all 
over.'' _- · a· ,_ 
The band has performers who are · 
disp,.·rsed throughout Illinois :ind e--en • 
one mem~r who lives in Kentucky: 
But the complications oflimited prac-
tice time does not d:tract from the bar.d's 
first priority - the music. 
"rve always felt music is my life," Clark 
said. "If I can feel that the crowd is having a 
good time, then I know I'm doing my job." 
Clark :ilso said ii is a solemn relief to see 
the band's talents can distract some persons 
problems aw:iy for them. 
"When you're· 
seeing peo- · ::;; 
pie enjoy- ~ 
ing themselves, you 
can't help but feel your getting their mind 
off of their stress," he s:iid. · 
IE. 
. : !lady Piercing 
?Hde~~-~ 
104 W. bbo., ~l 
·0n~5qim• 
TC1TTOO 
217 West Main. Carbondale, IL 
(618) 529-1929 
Memberol 
!he lnois Toltoo ~ 
Tattoo Clb of .loocrl & A.P.TA 
"Your rntty into the ~ic game 
of stnt2gy and imaginati0t1 .•• an 
introductory ~on of Mag.:C 1he . 
G.athering® for two pla}'I"-" · 
Aniluileat: 
(nm( fffilOO) ijnri() & Boo~~ 
Porul Dcmoi mry Moncby 
tin, 11-7T....S... 71SS. I/a;..,,;;, i-,-...i 
l:Z.5S... ~U 
IMOMoa. ' (611lS2'•5'11 
c..dcl'eaolcom ~up-J/_,.lauolnm/assld'/ 
Wed. - Sat. 1-8 - . 
Sun. by appt. only 
Closed Mon. &_Tues. 
Faculty 
A/P Staff 
Civil Servic_e -. 
Students 
:Ec,o.n-omic~L111nch· 
~I ,~ -~ 1;~1J<!~~:?~~tt~~~,.J~.[~pt ~'1\] 
t\ k,;:fried rice 0,&::crab;rangoom" ': \'~''Fresh '. re ~red.'.wnen{:ou ior<ler!~ 
Et~::~i ;_;.}~;W;mm&@~~~f?:~~1 
,w__ 1 iam-4pm, .$3~ &.. up:----'~-
Add Soup .tnd Salad Bar for only S'J~ morel 
The Chancellor Search Committee 
invites the· campus community to 
meet and talk with the candidates. 
Open forums for candidate Sc_ott McNall 
are scheduled as follow?: .-
Fe~ruary _10,: 1998_ 9:00-10:30 a.m. 
February 11, 1998 8£45'.""9:30 a.ni. 
February 11,-1998 9:45~10:30 a.m.: 
·Feb-rua·ry:11>1g~is:· 1:o:45~11~30 a.m~ 
Student Center Ballroom B 
Museum Auditorium 





B' uffia' lo· ~ol.d1·e·. r' ... ~.:-- _. Once,forgotten:and unappreciated, America's. early African-American war veterans are honored this ·month in St. Louis. 
• ,.. . ~ • • !. " • .. 
LANDON WILLIAMS 
DAILY EoYMlAN REl'ORTtR 
The St. Louis Convenlion & Visitors 
Commission, with the help of historical soci-
eties from around the nation, will 1:-e telling 
storie.~ and staging events honoring African• 
American history throughout February. 
One such story being told will be that of 
the Negro soldiers of the early U.S. Anny. 
Bob Moore. a historian of the Jefferson 
National Expansion Memorial for eight years, 
said the Buffalo Soldiers presentation at the 
Center of Contemporary Arts, 11 N. Founh 
St. in St. Louis, is an exciting and educational 
e,·ent. 
"The Fort Cvncho l\ luscum of San Angelo, 
Ten~. and the prc!>enlers of iL, military pro-
!,'ram have lx.-cn visi1ing for 10 years now," he 
said. "They do a good job of telling a historic 
story in an entertaining way." 
"People love the interactive drill presenta-
tion and the costumes." 
Negro soldiers, also called Buffalo 
Soldiers, serv.:d in the western United S1.11CS 
afler the Civil War. It is 5aid they were labeled 
Buffalo Soldiers by Native Americans 
Ix-cause their· fighting spirit reminded the 
Indians of the buffalo. 
All their battles were not fought on the 
fields of war. These men fought oppression, 
rejection and unfair treatment by their own 
army on and off the battle field. · 
Historians such as Anthony Po"ell, a his-
torian from the University of Southern 
California. will be on hand throughout Black 
Histol) Month to give presentations and 
answer questions about what it would be like 
to be a soldier back then. 
'They spoke of racism. prcjuJice and the 
heartbreak of the little things done to the black 
man to make him feel that this could never be 
his country," Powell said. "They further 
recalled the pride of the unifonn, the pride of 
camaraderie, brotherhood, and friendship of 
black comrades in arms." 






//7 7~& Z>& 
Waller, served as a Buffalo Soldier•with the 
9th and 10th Cavalry Regiments and the 24th 
and 25th Infantry· Regiments during more 
than·40 y~ of service in the U.S. Anny. 
- This story and stories like it arc valued 
treasures of American and African-American 
hist.Jry. St. Louis \'isitor attractions present a 
month of similar activities including lectures, 
special eilhibi:s, concerts anJ theatrical plays 
so everyone can fully appreciate Black 
History Month. 
The stirring drama of the Buffalo Soldiers 
will be told ::1 the Center of Contemporary 
Arts and at the Jefferson National Expansion 
Memorial. 
But the history of the Buffalo Soldiers is 
not the only part of African-American history 
to be presented in St. Louis this month. 
·The St. Louis Black Repertory Company 
will perfonn · the play called "Train is 







Month events in 
the St. Louis 
area, call 
1·800-325-
7962, or check 






of the journey by a professor and his stu.ienl 
choir of nine fonner sla,·es. · . · 
· The Missouri Hi~torical Society, in Forest 
Park, Mo., will have a series of theater pcrf or-
mances. Setting, characters and themes will 
reflect the days of the Civil War to the sounds 
of rock 'n • roll. 
Musical entertainment will also be a part 
of the celebration. Grammy Award-winning a 
cappella group "fake 6" will pcrfonn at 
Powell Symphony Hall and entertain the 
crowd with their trademark sound. 
Donna Andrews, publicist for the St. Louis 
Com·ention and Visitors Commission, said 
February is not the only month of the year St 
Louis highlights African-American History. 
"St. Louis showcases its proud heritage 12 
months a year," Andrews said. 'This is just 
one month that all the area and attractions take 





-~ . International Shipping 
Student Discounts 
Japan UPS/Yamato 
JJfla-t,";Jt,.jQ S. Korea UPS/Korea Express 
UPS, Alrbourne, Fed Ex, OHL, EMS," Priority Mall, 
Special Book Rate, Stamps. Boxes, Packing Supplies. 
Hallmark cards, fax, Scenic Postcards . 
Private R Packing Service 
Mail,poxes ~ " (No charge for labor) 
702 S. Illinois Ave* Ncxt'to 710 Bookstor~ 
(618) 51'9 • 1300 
Open M·f' 9:00-5:30 
FRIDAY fEBRUARY 6, 1998 • 9 
' -.• . 
CARBONDALE 
Texas country star pays 
visit to Cousin Andy's 
· For the past three ·decades, Teilans 
have heard the accomplished tunes and 
rhythms of Reil Foster, who brings his 
country influenced musical talents to 
center stage tonight at Cousin Andy's 
Coffee House. 402 W. Mill St. 
Foster's original country kicks and 
guitar-strumming melodics will stream 
through the smoke-free and alcohol-free 
environment and draw as much atten• 
lion as his trademark jewelry, which is 
hand-crafted from bones, horns and 
claws .. 
Special guests Rog & Bob will get 
the evening started around 7:30 p.m. 
Admission for the concert is S5 for 
adults and S3 for students and low-
income individuals. Doors open at 7 
p.m. For infonnation, call 529-3533. 
Copper Dragon brings out 
the Dead with Jake's Leg 
Jake's Leg continues its tribute to 
legendary jam band The Grateful Dead 
Saturday at the Copper Dragon 
Brewing Co., 700 E. Grand Ave. 
The popular .St Louis-area band is · 
. notorious for using its mellow vibes 10 
hypnotize the audience and then com-
ing back at them with fiery renditions 
of some of the Dead's classic dance 
nJmbers. 
To go along with the Dead set. 
Jake's Leg also breaks out classic rock 
tunes from artists such as The Band and 
Bob Dylan. 
Jake's Leg will begin around 10 p.m. 
The cover charge for the show has not 
yet been set. 
For infom,ation contact 549-2319. 
Tlfe-Bjg One 
Large Deep Pan or Thin 
Crust pizza w/one topping 
& 3-20 oz. bottles of Pepsi 
-at $io;s 
10 FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1998 DE WEEKElDER .. 
New art .exhibition· prOVE!S' Size doesn .. t matter 
•lhe exhibition 
will be open to 
the public 
through Morch 
13. lhere will 
be an opening 
reception for 
the public from 









nipples, pig intestines.· 
KEUY E. HERnEIN 
DAILY EoYrTIAN RETORlE\ 
Displayed upon a white pil-
lar silting 48 inches from the 
! 1oor - at breast height - the 
unusual art_. piece "Nipple 
Ball" is 111 the exact position 
the artist requested. 
This artistic bosom is just 
one of many diverse creations 
at the "Multi-Mini" exhibit 
through March 13 in the 
University Museum. 
Exhibit coordinator L.M. 
Wood, a graduate student in 
liberal arts from Murphys-
boro, said "Nipple Ball" is not 
the only piece that required 
instructions for display. 
my favorite i,c:cause it . is so 
unique and beautiful," Wood 
said. "The beeswax also 
smells very good." 
Wood also said she found 
piecing together the exhibition 
proved to be rather difficult at 
times because of the rcslric- . 
tions some artists set on their 
works. · 
"We sometimes have to 
improvise with an artist's 
work when we can't display it 
exactly the way the artist 
wanted," Wood said. "Because 
of the University's carpeted 
walls and minor restrictions, 
there arc things we won't be 
able to do, like • putting or 
screwing nails to the walls." 
Despite the challenge of 
creating an art exhibit from 81 
pieces of artwork, Wood said 
the recognition of the work 
was well worth the effort. 
· "Some of the artists 
explained how they wanted 
their work displayed," she 
said. "And some of the artists 
were just happy 10 give their 
work some recognition." 
The bceswll:\ breast is in a 
circular shape with several 
nipples protruding from its cir-
cum:erence. 
"\Ve are always looking for . 
alternative ways to exhibit art-
work." Wood said. "We even 
had an exhibit in our bathroom 
once called 'Restrooms, 
Public and Private.'" 
Wood and her husband 
spent nearly a year planning 
and preparing fC!" the "Multi-
Mini" art showcase and are 
pleased with. the response 
from anists and galleries. · 
CtNnM s,um/D.Jily Ei:it'li.m 
MINIATURE: James LaChance's miniature ceramic art piece titled, "Take a load off", 
which stands under 5 inches high, is being displayed at the University Museum as part of the 
•Multi-Mini" exhibition. lhe museum is exhibiting 81 pieces from nine different artists from 
~round the country. lhe display runs through March 13. · . . 
With white and black pil-
lars neatly arranged in sets of 
three and dispersed through-
out the exhibition, tiny styles 
of artwork fill 5-inch spaces 
upon their tops. 
Clay and pig intestines arc 
creatively shaped in unique lit• 
tie tea pot forms or doll-sized 
slippers and placed upon the 
pillar.; :i.,d along· the South 
Hall's walls. 
"['Nipple Ball') is probably 
"We have an entire book of 
the documents from the artists 
and the galleries that took part 
. in putting this together," said 
Wood's husband David, also a 
graduate student in liberal arts. 
"We hope to publish it as a cat-
alog in the future, but all this 
paperwork is only a small pan 
of what went into the show." 
The couple said they ca.re- . 
fully planned and coordinated 
the event with several people 
in numerous states. 
"The exhibition is an 
exchange of miniature works 
throughout nine states," she 
said. "Each artist was asked to 
make nine identical works and 
. each will be shippet! 10 one of 
.the nine states in the show-
case." 
Wood, who is also one of 
the artis~ in the showcase, 
; FREEF«ff FREE FREE FREE FREEFRf E7 
I FREE PASTA· I-
I Purchase any I 
1 ~arge order of I 
pasta and (2) t"I 
unlimited refill ·; 
salads and c.. 
• receive any • 
j order of Pasta · I 
I ITALIAN RESTAURANT of equal or lesser I 
said she is pleased 10 know Colorado, Indiana, 
that her work will be available Minnesota, Missouri, New 
10 such a diverse and wide . Mexico, North Dakota, 
variety of people. Oregon and Virginia. • 
"I think it's really cool th~t 111ere was a size restriction 
my art will be in major set- placed on the artists because 
tings," she said. "Its even of the long distance between 
more impressive to think that the shows. The cost of ship-
my work will be in nine ping posed a slight problem 
places for nine different cities for the Woods so the art was 
to view." .Ji.~iled to five inches by five 
The other eight states inches, creating · a miniature 
inclµded in the exhibitions arc form of an. 
618-549-3186 
816 E, !da1n • Suite D 
Cubondale 
I . value FREE. Present coupon when ordering · I 
I 
Gratuity and sales tax not included. Not valid on lunch, dinner or pasta 
specials. Not valid on Valentines Day. Univmily Mall location only. I 
•Just East of Holiday IM•: 
1 Expires Feb. 28, 1998. One coupon per customer: 1 1..------------" 
COMEDIAN 
RETTA 
From her "problcm0 with Kentud.')' Fried Chicken 10 
her unusual family background, you will find that when 
RETrA walks on that stage, she means business: 
Monday, February 9 
Stµdent Center Roman Room 
12 noon 
FREE NOONER! 
Loans on almost ANYTHING of value .· . 
take only 5 minutes. 
Jewelry, gzms, tools, electronics, cameras .~ 
~quipment & much more! 
· ·we buy gold &·diamonds 
.Gold & PaWD 
1130 E. Main 
Carbondale- -549-:1809·. 
JASON ADRIAN 
DE ENi'ERTA!NMEl-'T EDITOR 
again and head to the Big Apple but only after he 
finds out Estella happens to be living there (Golly, 
Only one word is needed to describe the beautiful- · 
ly shot cinematic modem day adaptation of Charles 
Dickens• romantic povel "Great Expectations" -
boring. Or maybe .. a dull basket fuU of ripe cliches" 
better describes this tale of poor bo) falling for a 
snobby. rich girl. 
what a surprise!). · · -· . · . 
While in New York. Finn's hopeless Jove for this 
girl comes between him and his an career for the · 
second time, and you eventually begin to wonder 
exactly why he loves her in the first pince. What 
bonds these two to each other is as big a surprise·as 
why this movie was adapted'and redone in the first 
place. The only thing that will keep even the most "plot-
challenged" viewers from staying two steps ahead of 
this picture is if they can •1 keep themselves from 
dozing off and end up !Dissing something. 
But between naps and screams of, "Please! 
"Gre.11 Expectations" will still fool viewers into 
thinking it's good in two ways, The first is that the 
film is pure eye candy. Cinematographer Emmanuel 
Lubezki and director Alfonso Cuaron make Finn's 
small Florida town on the Gulf Coast look sharp and Something happen." the movie does try to ti:11 the 
interesting, while New York's an story of one young man's passage 
into manhood and his rediscovery of 
what is truly important 10 him. 
Finn Bell is an aspiring 10-year-
old artist who lives with his sister 
Maggie and her jovial boyfriend Joe 
(Chris Cooper) in a small Florida 
town along the Gulf Coast. 
After an odd encounter with an 
escaped convict {Robert DeNiro), 
Finn begins weekly visits to a rot-
. ting mansion to entertain Ms. Nora 
,-..G-REAT--EXP--EcrATI ___ O_N_S~ world is captured brilliantly 
Directed !yt Alfonso Cuaroo through their depiction of romanti-
Screenplay by Mitch Glazef cize~~~~~i;tand out for this 
Starring: flick is the performance of Cooper 
Bhan ~  Bell ("Lone Star" and "Matewan") -
Gwyneih Paltrow ____ .otella the most underrated actor in 
duis O:q,ec J,,e Hollywood. Perhaps the only inter-
A:vie Bonat:lt ......... ---.. .Ms. Dinsmoor esting scene - and when we final-
Robert OeNiro._, __ ,., • ...Prisoner/luslig ly get a character to care about in 
Dinsmoor (Anne Bancroft) - the richest (and looni-
est) woman in the state - by playing ,,ith her niece 
Estella. 
the movie - i~ when Joe shows 
up to Finr.'s big art show and aets like himself as 
opposed lo the rest of the sycophants around Finn. 
Any chemistry between the talented actors Hawke 
("Before Sunrise") and Paltrow. ("Emma") is swept 
under the carpet because Milch Glazer's script does-
n't give their characters a chance to grow or develop. 
They just seem to get older without really aging. 
As Finn (Ethan Hawke) grows up, the weekly vis-
its curiously _continue and he falls helplessly in love 
with the beautiful Estella (Gwyneth Paltrow) who -
even after years of companionship - still treats Finn 
with the typical rich girl snobbery. 
Estella takes off for Europe without a word one 
day and Finn loses all his inspiration and motivation 
for painting because of it. But a mysterious benefac-
tor gives Finn the chance to paint in New York and 
So if the trailer for "Great Expectations" looks too: 
appetizing to pass up, at least wait for it on cable so 
you have that vital option of changing the channel 
instead of sleeping through it. 
grants him his own gallery show. . 
Finn eventually decides to pick up his paintbrush 
Warning: "Yield .. is not "fen Ir' 
nor anything close for that matter. 
But that shouldn't surprise any-
one listening because Pearl Jam 
has only been getting better since 
its debut effort - :md arguably 
weakest album - '"Ten." And that 
artistic progression d~n•1 stop 
with these Seattle grunge sur-
\'imrs' latest album. 
· For those Pearl Jam "fans'' who 
tuned out after "Vs." and mis.~ed 
the mature musical mixes of 
"Vitalogy" and "No Code," the 
songs on "'Yield" are hanlly going 
to bring you back to the land of 
Pearl Jam fanatica. 
Ifs too bad too because the 
intenv.ining guitar work on 
"Pilate'' and the soaring vocals of 
outspoken frontrnan Ed Vedder 
"Given to Fly" have never sounded 
better. 
And what has kept Pearl Jam 
going strong amidst all the com-
plaining. from fans to lighten up is 
its ability to play together so well. 
/ · Wi\h few exceptions, pop bands 
only put out great singles. By the 
same ;neasure, great rock •n · roll 
bands just make great albums and 
· don't care if the song~ invade air · 
waves. You wvn't hear any songs 
from "Yield" on the radio for too 
long, but this is one album that will 
be stuck in compact disc . -~ 
players for a long time. ;:,.:~=· . 
-Jaso11 Adrian : · . ·,;;. ~ 
They're two member;; shy of 
Jodeci, but K-Ci & JoJo are keep-
ing the memories of Jodeci alive a 
kicking. 
"K-Ci & JoJo" is a good com-
pact disc - but something is 
missing. Something besides the 
two other singers of Jodeci. 
The difference between this 
album and their other three albums 
is that.this one only possesses half 
of the "old Jodeci swing." 
Besidi:s losing Mr. Dalvin and 
DeVante Swing. K-Ci and JoJo 
have lost their, (How can I say this 
and still have it printed in the 
paper?) well, they Jost their semi-
hardcore smack her up, flip her 
and rub her down style. 
But do these loss--.s take away 
from the overall quality of their 
music? 
No. Some hot tr.icks on the 
album are "Last's Nights Lellcr,'.' 
"Don't Rush {Take Love Slowly)," 
"You Bring Me Up" and my 
favorite, "AU My Life." 
The removal of a few nasty 
words-from ihe lyrics of K-Ci & 
JoJo doesn't strip them of their 
musical talents. In fact it enhances . 
them. 
More good news. They don't 
have any interludes on 1},js album. 
The number of interludes on 
their last album was Judi- §r.;i~ __, 
~n \\Wioms ·e.,\~f 
Ben Folds Five is an extremely 
skillful group whose talents have 
been unrecognized for several 
years. And with the success of its 
latest single "Brick," the band may 
have an even more prosperous · 
future. 
..Brick" (the fourth song on the 
album) has become a popular tune 
amongst numerous fans. The cho-
rus {"She's a brick and I'm drown-
ing slowly.,) will foreve1' be 
embedded in your br.1in waves. 
Ben Folds Five's latest compact 
disc "Whatever and Ever Amen," 
produced and recorded at home by 
Caleb Southern and Ben Folds, 
contains an array of mellow and 
laid-back tunes. Many of these 
tunes provide an ezy listening 
alternative to the crazed hip-hop or 
heavy metal sounds of the '90s. 
· With all the songs being the 
original work of the performers, 
the tracks seem aimed at promot-
ing emotional meaning through 
intimate storytelling accompanied 
by a relaxed beat (with a hint of 
funk). 
.. Whatever and fa•er Amen" is 
definitely worth purchasing, and 
the band will be on_e to keep an 
eye on. 
Ben Folds Five's new approach 
. 10 music is exactly what the music 
industry is missing and ®.: ,
drastically needs.. . ." , · · ~ • · 
'-~-Kellj'.E..Hynlein . · . . · 
i ,. i l t ·~ _. II, •• : • ; t , ,: 
BLU:IES 
.• 4:301:1s 10:00: BROTHERS 
··Sat/Sun Mat1:30,2 fll DIJJ 













5:30 7:45 10:05; 
: !3aV~un Mats1:15 3:15 
li1,;,~ \IJ~rn; 
. 4:40 7:40 10:00 
· Sst/Sun mat 2:00 
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. oemS bl9Ck doning ban 
NEWSDAY 
WASHINGTON Senate. 
Democrats blocked action Thursday_ 
on a bill to penmnently ban cloning 
of human beings, but the measure 
could see floor action next week. 
Democrais, Jed by Sen. Dianne 
Feinstein, D-Calif., aigued tlmt the 
Republican-sponsored bill is impre• 
cise and could hamper legitimate 
biomedical· research. They also 
complained the bill was being hus-
tled to the floor without adequate 
committee review. 
But Majority Leader Trent Lou, 
R-Miss .. promptly filed a motion, to 
be voted upon Tuesd:!y, that would 
end the Democratic hold and allow 
the Senate to proceed to full debate 
on the hilt 
There is bipartisan agreement 
tlmt attempts to make genetically 
identical clones of human beings 
should be prohibited. The scientific · 
community also has backed such a 
ban in the· wake of last year's. 
clo.ning of a sheep; named Dolly, by 
researchers in Scotland. .. . 
Senate Republicans· say quick 
action on anti-cloning legislation is. · 
necessary because Richard Seed; a 
Chicago · physicist, recently 
announced ·his intention to market 
cloning techniques to infertile cou-
ples. Researchers ru-e sl.eptical 
about Seed's ability to follow 
through on his plans. 
But Sen. Bill Frist. R-Tenn., a 
sponsor of the pending Senate bill,. 
said it is needed to "target the Dr. 
. Seeds of this world." Frist. a trans-
plant surgeon. said the bill ii nar-. 
rowly focl!Sed on the specific tech-
nique used by the researchers in 
Scotland to extract the nucleus of a 
mature adult cell and insert it into an 
eg"g . whose nucleus has been 
removed. 
Democrats said the bill's lan-
guage barring "somatic cell nuclear 
transfer" can be interpreted re, out-
· Jaw other types of medical research 
involving human_ cells, organs and 
tissues. 
Scientific and industry research 
groups have expressed con~ms 
about · the bill's potential scope. 
"'They are moving much too fast on 
this legislation," .said Jeff Trewhitt, 
a spokesman for Ph.umaceutical 
Research and Manufacturers of 
America. He noted the U.S. Food 
and Drug Administration already 
has said it has authority to. bar 
human cloning experiments. 
Feinstein and Sen. Ted Kennedy, 
D-Mass., lmvc offered 1. 'l alternative 
bill that would ban human cloning 
for 10 years. It would allow produc-
tion of cloned human embryos for 
research purposes as long as they 
are not implanted in a woman's· 
uterus for birtl1. Sen. Christopher 
Bond, R-Mo., co-sponsor of the 
Republican bill, said it wculd be 
wrong to produce-cloned embryos 
for research and then discatd them. 
Marines shipping off to Mideast 
News 13 
GPSC 
continued from page 1 
oppose the fee increase, which he amend-
ed to include a clause stating Hoennan, a 
GPSC member of the Intercollegiate 
Athletic Advisory Committee, should vote 
in accordance with GPSC's opinion of the 
fee increase. 
weighed m, telling the council !hat he, · 
Hoennan, Vingren and Ford all had fought 
the increase, but the four-year,S60increase 
Beggs now proposes is the best deal the 
student body can get. 
He said fighting the reduced fee 
. increase is pointless. .· 
"Basically, you are pissing in a dark 
blue suit," Terry said: "It makes you feel 
kind of.warm, _but nobody will notice." 
CliniOn Ollay clccept Diliiifs ·on 
tobacco co"1pany li~~anties ·. 
: Los ANGELES TIMES tions f~r the industry must be suits. ' · · 
narrowed -considerably from The seulement. depends 
WASHINGTON -. The those that were part the set- on Congress to give the com• 
Clinton· administration, tip- tlement reached last year panics their legal protections 
ping its hand for the fin;t time between the tobacco compa- and lin}itcd immunity from 
on a key aspect of the mam- nies and the 40 states that had· antitrust laws . so that they 
moth tobacco settlement now sued · them. He repeatedly can ag~ o;i prices for their 
Heated discussiQn followed, with many 
GPSC members flaunting their l..11owledge 
Eventually, GPSC member Amy 
Sileven moved t.:, vote to oppose the ath-
letic fee. Because a quo-
rum was not present, the 
outcome of ,the vote 
would be merely sym-
bolic. 
of parliamentary proce-
dure as they called other 
memben; out of order 
for various infractions 
of Roberts' Rules of 
Order. 
1be council voted to 
have Steve Etchison, 
GPSC \.ice president for 
Graduate School affairs, 
preside over the remain-
der of the discussion, 
during which Neff indi-
cated that Hoerrnan 
planned to vote against 
the will of the council 
----,,----
.Basi~ally, you are 
Rissing in a dark 
blue suit. It makes 
you feel kind· of 
warm, but nobody 
will notice. 
The · motion to 
OPPQSC failed after a 8-
12-3 vote, indicating 
that while GPSC's offi-
cial position remained 
unanimously opposed 
to the increase, several 
members had change.cl . 
their mind~ after hear-
ing Hart's and Wc..<t's 
presentation. 
. under consideration in emphasiz.e<l that restricting product•. But many Jawmak-
Congress, says it could liability was not the adminis- ers are reluctant to grant such 
accept special' legal protec• !ration's preference, and at· preferences to fill industry 
tions for tobacco companies. the end of the day, many Jaw- that is under criminal investi-
David Ogden, a counselor makers and experts were still- gation by the Justice 
to Attorney General · Janet confused about exactly what Department. 
Reno, told the House the administration would The .legal protections 
Judiciary Committee that accept sought by the tobacco com-
limits on liability for the Spedal legal protection panics and·_included in the 
companies may be the price for the tobacco industry is senlement are: 
of . securing the tobacco the linchpin of tlie prvposed •No future class-action or 
industry's agreement to scale settlement. : The industry· multicase lawsuits against 
back its marketing:md adver- agreed to drrstically limit the companies. 
wht.n !AAC votes on the athletic fee 
increase. Neff calle.d Hoennan's be.liavior 
on the matter "objectionable." 
Hoennan said a recall of the original 
resolution opposing the fee., which Neff 
wrote. is likely. 
tising and finance anti-smok- marketing· and advenising •A cap starting at $2 bil-
ing programs. aimed at children, accept lion and rising u~'S5 billion 
"If there is agreement on a regulation ·by the Food and ::,n- the annual payments by 
comprehensive bill ... then, . Drug , .• Administration, the industry in _jJdgments 
reasoi:iable provisions modi, finance programs aimed at and settlements of lawsuits 
fying the civil liability of the deterring young people from brought by individuals. 
Hoennan promptly censured Neff for 
not attending the most recent GPSC exec-
utive staff meeting when the athletic fee 
was discussed Neff could not attend the 
mc.:ting, he said, because of a cla.~s con-
flict. 
"I feel that we now have two inconsis-
tent positions on tile fee incrca<;e," he said. 
'This indicates a shifting of opinion.~ 
Neff agreed. 
"We do need to recall the motion and 
~I ,!fN~t sfftill ~dprc.~L~ the will of the cou~-
tobacco industry wouJd: not . smoking and· partially reim- •No more lawsuits by. 
be a deal-breaker," Ogden burse the states for their states against the companies. 
said. tobacco-related health costs •No · punitive damage 
Ogden made clear, how- in exchange for limits on awards against the compa-
cver, that the legal • protec- their liability . in damage nies for past conduct. Former GPSC President Mark Terry c1 ,- e sm . -. 
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89 CHEVY CONQUEST TSI, $2300 
618·53,l·.&255, leave message. 
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.186 LAPTOP, incl: modom, color DlllNTWOOD COMMONS slu· 1~ .. f.'. 





03· AV01iMoy&Aug,som•wiihdo&w/ 1~ .:. - .. .drm: $570-600, 2 bdrm $350, 5 
~ 13J, 32mb, <xl·rcm, 33.6 MURPHYSBORO: 1 & 2 bedrooms, d, ,omencl, 1 yrloase, quiet · TOWNHOUSES ,drm 
5900
, ellic opl Sl70, mo1t furn 
~'.iwto C,::i,~t~~f~-Td~ t;isfc~t~~;:1774. areas;coDSA9-008l. ~~:d~~•iAuZ~1 rn-.4657,5·10pm. 
cord, ·50, ASi'·-4359. • FUl:N SlUDIO, 2 b!h lo SlU, ~~NTR~~:=;: Cell 549•.d808. (10-6 pm). NICI 2 DDRIA, air, w/d, largo 
.461NO:modem,Win3.11,Miat»ott wc!er/trashind,$195/mo,.41lEHe>· =ilablenow,529·3289. HICl,2bdrm,unlum,a/c,lomily~ aowed yard, qutot ,,irea, 
~5,;~h~l~~a,1, elc. ln!emet, ter, .457-8798 or 529-7376. . neighbomood. no pet>, now lo 8-98, 11wall nDw, $450, 457•. 








- 1_4_2_1_0. ___ ....,...,.---,--.1~ . Spo_rting G;o~ . JI ~~·.k;.:u';.' SIU, from $185/mo. !2~~~uj~~;%~·6:: ~b;~~~~wr. ~  ~-s~mm~t:n ~~ 
POOL TABLES, 985-8811 om/pm, NICI TWO BDRM lo-red for 6862. 529·2013, e-moildirilhOinlmct.net ~~~ COUNTRY SETTING, 
CLASSIFIED 
STUDENT HOUSING 






319 ,321,32.4,406,802 W Walnvl 
207 W. OoL511,505.S03 S. A.Ii 
305 W Coffege,501 S Hayes 
103S forest 
2Doc!rooms 
. 319,J2.d,J24ll,A06 W. Walnut 
305W.~lege 
1 B1tdroom• 
310llW.Cheny .. .106llS. forest 




• Shown by oppoinlmenl cnty• 
We buy & sell. Nome brand >ticts, 98, lum, corpeted, c/c, near SlU, orvbltAlpha's aawwobalte Cedar Cre,:l Rd, 5/6 stvdenb for 6 
rno,,etob!..,supplies&"'i>CJir. 1 lrcm$.475/mo,coll457•A.422. h ./ 131.230.3.4.110 aloha bd hou 2 boll, c/ /d d/ TOP C'DALE LOCATIONS 2, l BDRM A-rt ~ ~,..,.,;:::~,,.~-~=-:.;:;;;~:.;;;.~;;:::. iill,__":_'er,d"'ec:lS-'--•-ur1"',w1
9
:,__•,wi J,d&5bdrmhouses,w/d,some 
l~:.I I ':'I"' men.,, near campus, TOPCDAIElOCATIONS, ". '· Duplexes . . . . .. = ""'' ~ moded free TI -~ Pets & Supplies f prefoq;rod .tudent, avail now, 5285/ spcrclova 1 & 2 bdrm fum opts, ~ ' yd 618·523•4459. ti~s or ~-&G6;".' pets. CD 68.d· 1:=:=:::::::::?::::=::::::::===·:!J; "'°• 549•l6S4orA57·M05. !!~!i;~!!t:."0 • incl water/ BRECKENRIDG~ APTS ~ bdnn, -~yd~~te2a!'ra~e~:~~;i'----------
: 8:o~:~"~ ss;'~ 8 z:\';;'. · Schilling _PropertyMgm_t call 68HU.5 or 6BHB62. =·cnsr.'457~'.8eJ l;;.~7t. of and heat, s 375/mo, 6BA·-43S6. 
0291. . sina, 1971 NOW RfNTING for summer & fall, !&i2;_; t :, f,8J~.);rs, & to'f~: 
NICE 2 & 3 BDRM HOUSES 
AvoHl.a,&Aug,w/d,c/o, 1 yrleote. 
quiet area,, 549-0081. 
J ft obo al li ONEDDRMloweretf! .. r9Sre- 2 bd • t • t try . ~~.fts ~;0,J~50 ~s~~ Tired of rooosmat• h. aulea i modded, near SlU, furn, miaowave, ::ng. ,,:~ C:,,.":,0 dl::"::,d, ~- 529.529.4 cnyrime..peb OK 
puppies $200 ead,, 687,,!792• or llwlag In a dump? 
1 
lrom $350/mo, .457•.U22. ~~~n5 ~~~!!~.!2:• 893· f:l.;:':~• Jng'i!~i:~;oo 
CDAlE AREA Spadous 2 & 3 
bdrm hou,es, double clo.et., w/d, 
carp.orf, free mowing/trash; 
$385•420/mo. ALSO: Ra1ttlngfor98•99I I ~~ew~p.!u'52Neis1: CARTERVlll.E, 2 BORM, unf.oni.lied, ·pets,S2J0/mo,985-220J. 
Pick up ourRoatGI LIit 1!, 529-3833. bad.yard, o/c, low util, $250/' BRAND NEW 2 Bdrm, w/2 CDT gar- Luxury brick 3 bdrm hou,e, 
$600/mo, no pet>, 68.!·AlAS or 
68.!·6862. M.."TABOUSM BREAKTHROUC--HI t,,,o 
10-200. DRAMATIC RESULiSI Or. 
=ommenc!ed. 1800) 709-BFJT. 
Effie 1,2,J bdrms montli+dep, 812-867-8985 age, NW sido;whir!i,ool 111b, w/d, d/ 
Apanmeni. a~Nobile Homes ~...;..;:;::;::;H:;o;:.;u::;:s;;.es.:;;.;;.;.;;:;;~,l I ~~~~ ~~-fo'i~ 21.1, t~/mo, 
27" Sonymlor,., $150, we.lier/dryer 
SJDD,lreuer$175,relrigero,a,-S150, 
..,- $65, .457-8372. 
Be>llocotions In Ccrbondolel ~~~~~~~~-:;:--~-~Jt-;:=::;:;:::;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;~.=::::::::::::::::===, 
l/1K WOMEN'S MARQUISE $750; 
l/3K WRAP $.!99; l/2K MEN'S 
$650; CAll 351-151 J. • 
OlficeliousJf i~ay-Fnclay 
5.29•2954 or 549•0895 
E-mail ankc@midwtSl.ntt 
$125 special, 15 Ions driveway roc:l 1 '----------
limiteddetm,ry-,,, 
Jaa,l,s Trutling 687·3.578. ONE SEDROOM, dean & quiet, c1o.. 
li•**~i=u=14.~••I • --=-ilobl_:1_i:_u.,..1~-~-~..,·--5790~---
NICE 2·3 BDRM, furn. hordwoocl, a/c, 
30.d W Sycamore, $JOO/mo, cvoil 
I[ ::::§°.;: :··]l l-:c~-c:-i=.:~-,-.~-~:20-=5[...,..;:-=--;.,...~;-, ~~!:\-:,ect-.r 
PARK PLACE EAST $185/mo Specltd,_51_00 off 1st mon!hs rent, 
~:.ti:: t;,0?!c,~0i.;,,~· ~;;!!%~ Call 457-5631 or-457-2212. 
. Spring,di,o:,vnbavailoble,549·2831. Ir=========:::; 
C'DAIE fum room, 5 mi lrom SIU in lg !!'!!n~!~ = ~ ~:'. =: .=: i~~ liooi!:,: ~Ji. 1=5!-==9=-6=990==· =========== 
NOW, oo loose, A.53-6293. MURPHYSSORO tG 2 BDRM, 2 story 
It =~:~~~~aies:: :]I 6b~5'. on,;.., $250, ave~ naw, • .; . . - · NICE 2 llDRM TOWNHOUSE, d/w, 
2 MAlE ROOMMATES NEEDED For 3 microwov,,, dose lo campus, no pets, 
bdrm noose, Jan-.h:ne, w/d, c/o, 5 swimming & fi.liing, 457•5700. 
minirte. lo ccmpus, S175/mo + 1/3 ';============== 
u!il, =~ 61 B-833-79.dO.. BRAND NEW luxu,y opb 2 bdrm, 
fEMAlENON·SMOKERfer,,...,house' lll baih, fireploa,, polio, no pets, 
in quiet an,o, w/d, d/w, c/c, u!itties pn,l'euionals preferred. 549-5596. 
: incfucled.Ccll549·2702. 
t-.'EEO f£MAlE. non smolcing, animal ~~~ 
· ~~OJ~~- summer. Call lmely, newer lum/unlum fer 2,3,4. 
r:;I~;::;-;.;:;::.:.:;: . .:.s::ii~.;.bl:;:;e;:as.,.:'"' __ """""""'w::, .. ,;:; . ;: .•.;;:,Fl ~~~==: 
· · modeled, near SIU con-pus, 
~ iice~s~l· ~: l;:$=250=/mo=. caD=529=·=22=A=1·=== =~ 't!, ~z 1;~~.,;!5 C'Dole area, extra nlco, 1po• 
1 OR 2 to share 2 bdrm loYmhouse t;~~).':,~ lu:,:'t, ~ 
mi,p.~tocompus,w/d,d/w,a/c, availJan 1,ropets,coll 68A-.4lAS 
caD Soro at 5A9-3.415. r,,,:::or:..:68.A=-6~86=2·------t 
QUIET, SPAOOUS, 1 bdrm, 2 blocts 
from compu,, dose lo slrip, 516 S 
Rawlings st, $265/mo, 351-02.46. 
REMODElfD 4 bdrm, full bath, 
carpel, por:I,, ceiling fanl, o/c, 
yord. 3 BDRM, full both, ceiling 
fens~ basement, carpet, newly 
remodeled. 
.5.49-AaOS (10-Apm), no pets. 
2 bdrm dup, w/d avail; 
wator & mu& Ind, avallcd,le 
aow, call 549•0081. 
BolUlle Owon Prop•rfJ' 
MSJD1f816EMom,fuuses, 






COUNTRY, UKE NEW, lg 2 bdrm, 
~:ist,::;~~~:1~.pets. Reaps Results! 
N!CE,NEW2bclrm,fum,corpet,c/c,. Cail 536_-3311 
mail rcw 51A S Woil; 529-~1/ 
• 529-1820. . 
arden Park Apartments · 
6Q7 ?t park St. 
.Wu 
• Sophomore approved· 
• luxury 2 bedroom/2 bath 
apartments, S\loimmlng pool, & 
laundry fadlitles on premises 
• No pets allowed 
ow Rcn_~n~ Tor. Fall"98 
. ~ ~ • \•. ~ 'II' 'II' ~ " •• ~ •. 'II' 1' V' .'II' 
: . .. . .  ALPHA'S HOUSING• 
. . . -. " · BROCHURES ARE1' 
.'1'.T ~ . . : READY! . - : 
\I' ALPHA'S BEEN USING TiiE COP); MACHINE AGAIN! 11' 
(we·re happy .It wasn't the credit card machine!) 'II' 
'II' For a brochure !Isling some of the nicest rental 1Js 
ll' property In carbondale. contact usl 
\I' • 457-8194 (office) ~529-2013 (home'lil7pm) 11 
• 1J' 457-42.81 (fax) ~ chrisb@intrnet.net \I' 
• Stop by ~e office - Pyramid Lumber 
1200 N. Marion 
~. Check The Net - http//131.230.34.110/alpha 
••• \)I \to .• \I' 11' \)I \I' • \I' • 
. Split Level AP,artments for 1 to 4 persons; h 
Frotn $155 to $350 per person per mont 
1 ~ 9 or 12 mo. le~e · . 6 • air condi1ioned 
2 - f u.mished aprs. 7 -.full:, carpered 
3 - full baths . B - maimenance service 
4 - spadow bedrooms 9 - pri11a1e parking 
5 - cable T.V. lO - Swimming Pool 
and yet, next to campus 
Bonnie · Owen 
Property ·M.anagerraent 
8'16 E~ Mai~, Carbondale 5~9-2054 
It's never 
too early to find a 
place for 
, Summer or Fall!" 
LIIS PARK APUTMENTS 




WIDOIWOOD HILLS 2 & 3 
bdrm, furn, gas heat, shed, no peb, 
5-(9-5596. Open 1-5 pm~ 
NICE 1 & 2 BDRM. carpet, lum, a/c. iu:&~:. Route,.., peb. 549· 
RJRNl &260RMwden!nintalby1':e 
Honcla, $195/mo, gas, - & i-ash 
ind, no peb, H!00-293·.U07. 
NICE 1 & 2 bdrm, gos ot all 
electric, on SIU bu. route, 
sony no peb, 5"9-8000. 
•HHU«i1•1H · 
50-IS. Ash•4 
50-IS. Ash •5 
507 S. Ash•l•l5 • 
50'JS.Ash•l-26• 
50-I S. BeveriJi:e 
514 S: BcveriJgt:# I 
514 S. Bevcrid!JC64 
602 N. Carico 
403W. Elm•l 
403W.Elm•4 
718 S. F=t •I 
718S. Forest •2 . 
507 1/2 S. Ha1-s 
50'J 1/2 S. Har. 
402 1/2 E. Hester 
406 1/2 E. Hester 
403 1/2 E. H~ter 
410 1/2 E. Hester 
208 W. Hospira! :st 
210 W. H~piral •I 
210 W. Hospira! •2 
703 S. Illinois •IOI • 
703 S. lllinois •102 
703 S. lllinois •201 
612 1/2 S. Logan 
507 1/2 W. Main •A 
507 1/2 W. Main •B 
507 W. Main •2 
400W.OJk•3 
202 S. Poplat'•2 
202 S. Poplar •J 
JOI N. Sprin!,'Cr 1t! 
JOI N. Sprini:cr •3 
414 W. Si-camorc •E 
414 W. 5)'camon: •W 
406 S. Univcnity •1 
406 S. Unh·crsity •2 
406 S. Univc~ity •3 
406 S. Uni\·crsity •4 
8051/2 S. Univcnity • 
334 W. Walnut •I 
334 W. Walnut •2 
703 W. Walnut "E 




50-IS. Ash•l •2 
514 S. Ash •2 •5 
502 S. Beveridsc •2 
5145. Beveridgc•I •2 
514 S. Bc,·eridgc •3 
602N.Carico 
306 W. Cherry 
311 W. Cheny •2 
40-I W. Cherry CT. 
405 W. Cherry CT. 
406W.ChcnyCT 
407 W. Cherry CT. 
-!OS W. Cherry CT. 
409 W. Cherry CT. 
410 W. Cherry CT. 
406 W. Chestnut 
. 408 W. Chestnut 
310W. Coll~,c •t '•2 
310 W. College •3 •4 
500 W. College •I 
501 W. College •4 
501 W. College •5 ..-6 
503 W. College •4 •5 
503 w. College ..-6 • 
303W.Elm 
303 s. Forest 
716 s. Forest 
718 S. Forest •3 
507 1/2 S. Ha1-s 
50'J 1/2 S. Ha1-s 
406 1/2 E. Hester 
403 1/2 E. Hester 
410 E. Hester 
208 W. Hospira! •1 
703 S. Illinois •202 
611 W. Kennicott 
6121/2 S. Logan 
507 1/2 W. Main B 
207 S. Maple 
906 W. McDJnicl 
90S W. McDaniel 
JOOW.Mill"l •2•3 
300 W. Mill •4 • 
400W.Oak•3 
408W.Oak 
300 N. OaklarJ 
511 N. OaldarJ 
202 S. Poplar •I • 
301 N. Springer •1 
301 N. Sprin1,>cr •2 
301 N. Springer •3 
301 N. Sprini:cr •4 
913 W. Si-camorc 
919 W. S)'camorc 
Tweedy 
40-l 1/2 S. University 
40-I S. University N.S 
805 1/2 S. University 







50-I S. Ash •2 
50-I S. Ash • 3 
406 S.Ash 
514 s. Ash •1_ •3 '4 ..-6 
lf.Ulil t.lill'U\11 _ 
FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 6, 1998 • 15 
* Dishwasher * Washer & Dryer * Central Air & Heat 
Call 
529-1082 
405 S. Bcwridi:e 115 S. Forest 805 S. Univenity 
40Y S. Beveridge • 120S. Forest 402 W. Walnut 
· 502 S. Bcverid!!C61 303 S Forest 40-IW.Walnut 
502 s. Bcveru'cc•2 511 S Forest t!fWNIMl1tl . 503 S. Bcveridi;e 603 S Forest PIEHHNv 505 S, Bcveridi;c 716 S. Forest 5 I 2 S. Beveridge 
506 S. Beveridge 407 E. Freeman (l:f} N. All,-n 300ECollcge 
507 S. Beveridi;c •l •2 lO'JGlenview , 50-IS.Ash•3 507W. College ... 
507 S Beveridge • 3 •4 •5 Hands 405 S. Beveridge 710W.College · 
SOS S. Beveridge SOOS. Ha1-s 502 S. Beveridge •I 305 Crestview 
50') S. Beveridge •I •2 503 S. Hays 503 S. Beveridge 906 S. Elizabeth 
50'J S Beveridge • 3 •4 •5 507 S. Ha1-s 505 S. Beveridge 507W.Main•l. 
513 S. Be,·eridge •I •2 SO'J S. Ha1-s • 506 S. 13everidge 308 W. Monroe 
513 S Beveridge •3 •4 •5 511 S.Ha1-s 508 S. Beveridge 412W.Oak 
514 S. Beveridge •l •2 513S.Ha1-s 512 S. Beveridge 805 S. Univcnity 
514 S. Beveridge •3 514S. Hays 514 S. Bc,·cridge •2 402 W. Walnut 
515 S. Be,·eridi:,: •I •2 402 E. Hester • 1200 W. Carter UIHll~lliUl 515 S lk,·eridge •3 •4 •5 406 E. Hester .30'JW. Cherry 
911 N.Carico 208 W. Hospital •2 407 W. Cherry 50-I S. Univmity 
1200 W. Carter 210 W. Hospira! •3 501 w. Cherry l'llllM,iliU I 306 W. Cherry 212 W. Hospital 503 W. Cherry 
.30'JW.Chcrry 61 I W. Kennicott . 606 W. Cherry 401 W. College 
405 W. Cherry 903 S. LirJen .300 E. College 
407 W. Cherry 610 S. Logan • 312 W.College•3 
503 W. Cherry 614 S. Logan 500 W. College •2 . 
*PROPERTIES 606 W. Cherry 207 SMaple 507 W. College 405 W. Cherry CT. 906 W. McDdniel 710W.Collegc 
406 W. Cherry CT. 908 W. McDJniel 807W.Collei;e 
407 W. Cherry CT. .3C3 W. Monroe 809 W. Collel,'C • 
MARKED WITH 408 W. Cherry CT. 413 W. Monroe 305 Crestview 40'J W. Cherry CT. 417 W. Monroe 906 S. Eli:abcth 
410 W. Cherry CT. 400W.Oal:•1 10-IS.FOR!:;t 
406 W. Chestnut 400W.OJk•2 ll3S. Forest 
AN ASTERICK* 408 W. Chestnut 40Z W.Oak•E 1205. Forest 300 E. Collci:e 402W.Oak•W 511 s. Forest 
30'J W. College •2 •3 408 W. Oak 603 s. Forest 
.30') W. Collcgc •4 •5 501 W.Oak Hands 
ARE AVAILABLE 400 W. College •I 300 N. Oakland 500S. Hays 400 W. Collei;e •2 505 N. Oakland 503 S. Hays 
400 W. College •3 SH N. OJkland 507 S. Hai-s 
400 W. College •4 602 N. Oakland 50'JS. Ha1-s • 
NOW! 400 W. College •5 202 N. Poplar •1 • 511 S.Hai-s 407 W. Coll~,:c •1 50') S. Rawlings •2 513S. Hai-s 
407 W. Collei:c •2 50') S. Rawlin11s •4 514 S. Hai-s 
407W.Collegc•3 50') S. Rawlings •5 402 E. Hester • 
407 W. College •4 519 S. Rawlings •2 406 E. Hester 
407 W. College •5 519 S. Rawlings •.3 208 W. Hospital •2 
409 W. Collei:c •1 519 ~ Rawlings-4 211) W. Hospital •3 
409 W. College •.3 1619 W. Sycamore 212 W. Hospital 
40'J W. College •4 919 W. Sycamore 614S. Logan 
409 W. College •5 Tower Road 507W.Main 
500 w. Coliege •2 • Tweedy 308 W. Monroe 
501 W. College •I •2 •3 40-I S. University N 413 W. Monroe 
503 W. College •1 •2 •3 40-I S. Univrrsity S 400W.Oak•l 
807 W. College 408 S. University 412W.Oak 
809 W. College • 503 S. Univenity •2 505 N. Oakland 
810 W. College 805 S. University 514 N. OJkland 
5065. Dixon , 402 W. Walnut 50'J S. Rawlings •1 •7 
-10-t·s. Forest 402 1/2 W. Walnut 519 S. Rawlings •1 
113 s. Forest 40-IW. Walnut 503 S. Univcnity •1 •2 
16 ° FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1998 0.\IL I EG\'P'IUN 
~;! l;'mA-fe-0~11:1~1;1=rutitl; ~~r!cWn~~~encl~ f~-;,:;.· ~ !:~".!! ~~~~l~ASP~;N~B~~ . . . ~~~~~JJMi,~~!r.: . 
youccnoomSS0-100,.JOO<ayear,2.f/ From $U9 per persan, Sandpiper Vegetarian meal,, $165, 800·896· 
hr, rnes,oge 888•273-5778. l!eocon eooch Re,ort. 3 pool, 
1
2 ._38_7_· _______ _ 
MA~ MONEY. Sell Pre-Paid Phone II incloor),hottubs,hkilar, S. P~E ISlANI> ~ e.od,, 
Canls.Coll618·687-5069. ~ee~~a~a~..i::1:~: ~~~ta~~-
l;o-4=!iWM4i~)#a#i@:I :~:-w,sandp~a,m. lf.m_· -_,_·_·_~.1.•i~_-_rl_.~f•i.i_~f#.·.· •..m __ ~_ :.M.~_ ..11 .... ---~ .. -. .. , .. ,.Jo.,!:~~!:.~!!.~~~.~_,,. ': __ .. _--- ... ~. 
fiND Pl :c: A'2D 
CC'~lflDINUI 
~7~~~~1 
$3.99/min, mvll be 18 yn, 
Ser,-U (619) 6"5·8AJA. 
THE GIRlS Of ycut dream,11 1 ,9<i(): 
~~·rt!v.il m~:¾..~"· mull IPORTI HIWI PO.NT 
MAKI DICIIIOHI WITH i~~:~::r• 
CONflDIHal 1·900-285-9371 Pl 6IA1, 
We fl•cnc• •ny•n• & Florida. Group Di,covnts & Free lONElYIIIII Hot-gitls want 
25 an, trucb, and"""' from $995 lo Drink Partinlll Sell 5 & go free I Boolt tolk v-a-·· 
$3000. lnlentale Avla Brokers, NowlllVisa/MC/Oisc/Ame>. ~1112~~~fb~,%, 
'Giftocl Psyd,ia To Help YOUI · $2.99/mln, mvllbe 18~. 
.• 1•900-7,0-6500 Ext. A205 SJ.99/ Ser,-U (619) 6"5-BAJA. 
:t_.18 yn./~er. S.V-U (619) 6A5- I---------
Carbondole 529·2612. 1°800°234°7007, hllp:// m-3889, $3.99permin, must be 18 
QRAMIC TILi JLOOR www.encllauummenaun.ccm. ~. Ser,-U {619Jm•3889. 
INST~LLATION cm coll leu lhan MAZATLAN! SPRING BlllAKI 
~-~ &l<hr,:;.~tlUn~ PRII TRIPI! CAIHI Storting al l;:===CHro<==OUT==
1999
=.===; 
618·529-31.U, -,,jngs. S2991lnclude17 night holel,air, party UY• Psychlu 
St laui1 Airport Shuttle & lcod discounts. ()rganize a group 1 on 1 
luxury"°" ,en-ice. and lnMI FREEi Call 1 ·388•An•J93J 1-900-835-0026 
"Yc«at~~f:~-• .· ~~l~:'~1.::i~.':ei976: USA $3.99/~.9::be 18+ 
1·800-'.:SA·2278 SerrU 619·6-45·8AJA 
::-:----c-:---::----,---..,....,.,II $39 Spring llr• ak 
St••• tho Car D• ctor Mobile ~Jk Bead, Resort- "-nama 
m,d,anic. He makes hou,e cells. ,u 
lperb RHwlta & lpr• ada 
900•28 5•9413 ht 9193 
$2.99permin 
;=l57=·79=8A=, °'=Mcl,=J•=5=25-=8J=93=.=~ II ~· ifi~ Brook ~ 
000:·PRO 1Yf1NG: Gnxl Sd,ocl Apply 1-~2A•A853, SERVt~~~AJA._ 
~- Thesit/researd, pope,/ I ILwww __ .spr_ing_breal. _ 98_.com ___ ...J 
DAJlY HOROSCOPES, UP·TO-OATf 
SOAP RESULTS, CAll NOW resume. In European Tan, 457• 
4861. SIU IPC I rf 8 Ir 1 98 1·900-263-5900 u! 7589. $2.99/ 
,____ _______ J 1 $199/pe~ .:tu:--:.rupor1ation. min,"""' be 18yn, SERV-U 619-6-'5• 
Ind: 7 nigl,h corm ccccmoclc,i;ons, BAJA. THESIS MANAGEMENT ~ERVICES 
From proposal 1o final droft. Cc.U 
l57 • 20.58 lot free oppl. Atk le, Ron. 
~;.;
3
~:t:lo~nd """"Is. .,./w--,-'t_ou_a...,!ra-idl-,-.,..Feeli"",-r,g-,-lo~-Can-., 
=:rtt~<t.~~~-= ~,~.!i,;~lond~ exl 3821. Sl.99/min, musl be 18. 
hold. 8, has Roman 1ub, Marci, 7• 1"', Ser,-u (619) 6"5-BAJA. 
$1300, coff 9A2·3336. IINGLIIIII 
IPR.ING HIAX 1 98, PANAMA Valen~~i'~~ neorlll 
DAILYHOROSCOPU ". 
UP0 T0°DAff IOAP USULTI 
CAUHOWIII 
1-91»285-9371 u161A2, 
$2.99/min, mull be 18, 
S«v-U (619) 6"5-BAJA. AAE YOU r.fAOY FOR ROMANCD 




WOMIH TO TALK WITH YOU 
MlffH~rT~Da::i1tVN ~~~:r=~II 
1·900-285-92"'5 ext 6285, 1·900-860-2"'00 ut 2585, 
$2.99/min,mustbe18, $1.99/min,rnuslbe 18, 









~h!i~'!~:!!r~~n, lar 5 1·900-285-9287 ext 36"2 
pecple,$90/nignt, 1•850-2JA·3997. :;:J
16
;9,m6"1'5-~ ...._ _________________ J 
l{~t#½W«•Mi-ft4:~il 
FO:JN0 gray & while col, loilleu, 
~anll/~tf]~af/''Par, fir11 
FOUNOI GRAY W/BROWN Cat in 
lewi1 Pen, na collar, 1o iden!ify coll 
351-1141. , 
'IM. qmtfanen of 
'lJe[ta Cfti 
woulif~ to 





















Applebcc's h:is the part-time job you 
have been looking for!! 
• Aexible Hours 
• Excellent Benefits 
• S Day work week 
• Great Environment 
We :i:e se:in:hing for :i quiet le:imcr who is detail 
oricn1ed and c:an won; indcpcndcn1ly. Your 
rcsponsibilitie. ,.;u include booU:c.:ping. p:iyroll 
and file m:iinlenmcc. Accounling experience preferred 
but not neccss:uy. If lhis sounds like wNt you :ire 
in1en:s1cd in. ple:ise apply in pmon Mon-Sal bcrwttn 
2-4pm at the following loc;ition: 
1125 East main Stittt 
Carbondale, II 
Vlslt the Dawg House, The Dally Egyptlan's 
onllne housing gulde, 24 hours a day to find 
out more about the tollowlng property owners: 
wan Street Quads 
• apartmmu 
Schilllng Properly Mgmt 
• mobile homes, apt., 
Andy Wallace (Alpha) 




Marshall Heed Apts 
• ap.anmats 






The Dawg House Welcomes JB Rentals 
CLASSIFIED 
l}tjbW$J(#:f?Ya-1ffl.f:!1iJ I 
READ THE OAII.Y EGYP™N 
O'HlNE 
h11p://www.dat~.com 
WT, MUST BE 21+ 200 .idea,. 
-wotch lram J,our brawur at 
www.~.a,m -t./jrr,i 
WWW,IPO.:!TIUPPLI.M..'fll 
,COM Save up lo SOS oll GNC an 
i::",...,:, ~"rnc~~~-c:: 
ab;J c-n-tno. Wanl a groal boclr, 
Got 
Brah1s? 
We an, looldng for a abup 
pro(aalooal, SIU atadait 
who can llltttfuc with 
automttt, plug-In baalc 
d=ts a( go<>d dnlsn, 
llrc-up a wdl pa~ or &wo; 
and write copy bdtrr than 
!ht.. 
If JOU haft uln apulen<c 
and &l"f ~ ~ ;~lltt with 
frtt u- during the day, 
-n'ff pt a lob J'01I w1ll 
ICJftl 
Apply ASAP at the froal 
dnk o( the Dilly Emtlau 
In room U63 o( the 
CommuulcaUou1 Bldg. 
Bring 10ur rnume aud If 
JOU luff UJU:t D(J'OllrftlJ 
own.brlng'eml 
COMICS 
I DERAIM t t I :l J 
~NSECK ~ 
CI 1 I U 
An•-thon,[ I I I I I ]CLLlJ.TI 
tAn-;._• ... •f>fn,.,,_.) 
:-,Mm,,. I ·::::::: ~=--1!:~-::.::~.~ .. 
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Get a large Pizza with extra pepperoni 
and extra cheese 
$8.99 $ 
plus tax . 
~-
Add a.znd pizza for only $5 more 
LateNight Special 
I One small pizza with one topping and 2 cokes 
:~· $5.99 ' I . 
I &;.n"":'",-. ... ml-.-.. -,:-.,;=-~~-----. I 
r-----~-~--~-------------1 1 . Saluki Special 1 I . . I 
I One large pizza with one topping I 
I Breadstix ancl 2 cokes I 
! ~. $10.5°· ' ! 
I t.;,,.r.oa, ...... ..., ..... ..., ..... _, .,._~----- · I ~--~-------.:=~a:.~-~--------~ 
1 .Family SpecJal . , 
I One large·p~ with The Works™ & I 
: ;~ .. one large w_ ith 2 Toppin~s .M,!M. · : 
I ~iD,~ ·$16 99 ""if"_-"'.1 ~ I 
I ~ · · • . , I 
I _....._ ..... ..., ..... - ...... - -~--... ...:.....-- . I 
1~·Ji4iDi1rr e··1 
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Saluki football program signs 18 rf!cr9J1its 
RYAN KEITH 
DE Sroim; EDITOR 
ground, more than 75 y;uds more per game 
than their nearest opponent. 
After a 3-8 finish in,1997, SIUC football 
coach Jan Quarless is making it known just 
how much better his 1998 squad can be.. • 
SIUC also finished last in conference play 
in. total defense, giving i1p an average of . 
459.6 yards per game. 
Quarkss added 13 defensive players with 
his first recruiting class, including defensive 
tackle Jason Weite, who transferred .from 
Iowa State at. the semester. break and is 
·Nano 
Brya,Armbdd 
. Jirmiy Bea-den. Quarless announced the signings of 18 
players to national letters of intent late 
Wednesday afternoon as well as the addition 
of transfers from the University of Kansas 
and Iowa State University. 






Nine Illinois natives top the list. followed 
by players from Missouri, Michigan. Fl'. :id.a, 
Mississippi, lowa and Pennsylvania. 
With a disappointing debut three months 
behind them." QuarJess pnd his staff's intense 
recruiting schedule has paid off in a big way. 
"We're pleased with our first true recruit-
ing class, especially in that we feel there's 
some quality involved," Quarless stated in a 
press release. "We definitely had some areas 
we needed help in, and we feel we've cov-
Joining Weite on the defensive line is 
Brad Burtnette, a freshman from Downer's 
Grove: Mike Han, a freshman from 
Bloomfield Hills, Mich.; Ryan McAllister, a 
freshman from Ottumwa, Iowa; Mike 
Nelson, a freshman from Poplar Bluff. Mo.; 
and Matt Schemer, a freshman from· 














The Sa!ukis also stocked up at linebacker. 
ered those fairly well.'" · 
One of those areas was the Saluki 
defense, where SIUC ranked at the bottom of 
the Gateway Football Conference in two cat-
egories in 1997. The Sa!ukis gave up a 
league-worst 275.5 yarns per game on the 
Freshmen Biyan Archibald (Banlett), Jimmy 
Bearden (Orange Park, Aa.), Walter Bucki 
(Naperville) and Bilial Rashid (Detroit) will 
help replace the loss of seniors Ryan 
Hallahan and Greg Harrison to graduation. 
Rashid, at 6 f-:et 2 inches and 220 pounds, . 
SEE RECRUITS, PAGE 19 DJICl: su~•M:,_b 
Clancy: Rival bid for Viking~ too late · 
BALTIMORE SUN 
Novelist Tom Clancy's hunt for 
a purple NFL team may now have 
to go through the office bf 
Commissioner Paul Tagliabue. 
Clancy held up what he said 
was a signed contract to buy the 
Minnesota Vikings at a news con-
ference Thursday in Minneapolis, 
pledged not to•move the team and 
promised to make the Vikings as 
popular in the Twin Cities as the 
Orioles are in Baltimore. 
Brushing off the protests of 
team president Roger Headrick, 
who contend, he has matched 
Clancy's off::r of about $200 mil-
lion for the team, the Baltimore 
native said. "Here's the deal. It's 
signed. My name is on it and their 
names are on it and that makes it a 
legal deal.'' 
But the league issued a state-
ment Thursday night saying that 
Tagliabue has the "exclusive 
authority to resolve the matter. 
"Commissioner Tagliabue will 
settle this dispute shortly after 
both sides have submitted their 
written positions," the statement 
said. · 
A ruling could come as soon as 
next week and almost certainly 
within two weeks, although it 
remains possible that the loser 
could take the matter to court. 
Baltimore Ravens owner An 
Modell said he has b.."en told only 
that the league will kee;> the own-
ers infonned about the situation .. 
Clancy, who didn't identify the 
other members of his group and 
left open the possibility that 
Orioles owner Peter Angeles may 
join it.. said the other nine mem-
bers of the Vikings board besides 
Headrick approved the sale. 
"The board of the corporation 
has voted," lie said. '1nafs that.'' 
Headrick, who said he has the 
right to match the best offer, was 
in Indianapolis at the NFL's scout• 
ing combine and was una\·ailable 
to comment. 
Clancy said, "I don '1 know how 
it is in Minneapolis, but back 
where I live, you can't spin a dead 
cat around your head without hit-
ting two lawyers, which may be 
the best thing to do to a lawyer. 
The best competent legal advice l 
have is that's it's a done deal.'' 
Clancy said hi:; more pressing 
concern is to win the Super Bowl. 
"I want the Vince Lombardi 
Trophy on my mantelpi=," he 
sa:d. "(The Vikings) have been 
there four times and haven't had 
that happen yet. We're going to try 
to fix that." 
When Clancy,. a minority 
owner of the Orioles, was asked if 
Angelos might have a role in his 
group; he said. "He has not yet 
made that decision." 
When Clancy was asked if he 
keeps in touch with Angelos, he 
said, "We talk abqut everything.'' 
Angelos did not return calls to 
his law offices·Thursday. 
As far as the league's cross-
ownership rules, forbidding an 
NFL owner from owning a team in 
another sport in another NFL city, 
C_lancy said, "I'll comply with all 
the legal rules.'' 












































Ban/elf, 111. (Streanw;,od) 
0-aigePak, Ra. (Qay] 
51~119.Heigits, Men(~] 
Ncperv.llf; ll. ~J!eCentrd} 
Down.rs GrClll!; 1/1. (Dowicn Gra,.,e1 
St. l.cw5, ~ (Vashcn) 
Cm1re.iUf; II. (Transfu Iran Kai= U.] 
ubc-tj\41/f;. W. {LJbc-fy\illd 
B1oanlidd Hlli.s, Mich,(Brolna' Rire) 
fu:nsloo, ID. [Evcnsbi] 
Ncpervlle ll. [~UeNail] 
Ollum=, lov,o(Otl'Jmv.o) 
Mcrida:i, M5S. [East Mi~ssiw Jr. Cc/.} 
Pq:Ja Bluff, No. (Pq:Jar Bl11ff} 
Rol:insoo, II. (Rcbnscri] 
Dd-cit, Mich.(Rer,oiza,ce] 
Springieid, m. (SpringiddJ 
-Dttttm~ lov.a(trcmkr from lo,,,o Slale] 
.Beihd Pak, Penn. (Bethd Por/,.J 
Pak Forest, II. (Rich Easl) 
~1.-1,i-.,,.:i.,t.,.,..... 
. u~s.·-<;>lympians on.ale~· 
. WASHINGTON Posr . organizers; adding he would be 
: most . concerned with athletes' · 
NAGANO, Japan ..,.. U.S. safety outside the Olympic vii- . 
Olympic Committee President !age rather µtan inside. 
Dick Schultz said he · would · "We have complete confi~. 
requescheightened security for. dence in NAOC ••• and. the 
U.S, athletes in Nagano should securify they are proviiJlng/' 
the United States. take militaty Schultz said. adding he expected 
action against Iraq. . . !he security would foresee and 
. "It's something we want to be ·ward off "organized terrorism. 
-alerted to," Schultz said. "We've What we are concerned about is 
been concerned and aware of the some crazy individual : who 
need, :,ince a couple of weeks wants to do soinething on his 
, before coining here, to have own." ' . . , : , 
· everything in place regardless of 1 ''. · Scliulti t!id _not rule out seek-
what happens. · We just have mg · penmss10n · from the · 
made everybody awa.-e that if Japanese ¥~vcrn~nt .for U.S. 
something breaks out, to re pre- trQOps stauoned m Japan to be· 
pared to provide extra security." sent to Nagano, thl'c•gh he called 
Schultz ·· said the· U.S. ·,such.a request a "last reson." 
Olympic Committee O did• not · However, such action seems 
come to these Games taking any . inconceivable as the U.S. mili-
more than the· usual precautions. tary. presence is one of the 
If extra security were ne¢ed, he United States~ most delicate 
said; he would · rake such" a diplomatic relationships in the 
request to Nagano Ol_ympic world. , · 
Each Item 
Chicken Steak $ 2 8 0 
BURNT M(MnBA TOAfT 
Mo-Po Tofu . . · • . 
Spicy Beef Noodle Soup 
Lemon Chicken 
Picl:-up or Dine in Only 
. ,, 
Yam fimist far all ll8UUIIS, - ·"' . 
TI-JI: LO~ 1130X ilNC .. ~ . 
And llQW For All Hours 
124 !}four cf<;fcpfionc Sen-ice) 
Hey Fellas Don't 
Procrastinate!! 
•Place your order by Feb. I 0th for delivery on 
12th or 13th, to be eligible for $100.00 cash 
drawing · 
•Creative In-House Design 
•Roses, Roses, Roses 
•Balloons, candy, Stuffed Bears 
~fTD, Teleflora, AFS fresh Arrangements· 
9~ttd'Cl}'. - Saturd'")'. 
9am - 5:3apm 
with The Jenkins Band 
No Cover!!! 
Copper Dragon Oatmeal Stout $2.00· 
H~ekcn Bottles $2.00. 
Margaritas $2.00. 
~aturday J 
)~p Valentine's Day Special Section is 
Running 
Feb.10J 19.98. 
Do Not Forget to 
Reserve Your Space-
Now!!! 
· Deadline is 
· Feb. 6J I998 
536-3311,-
